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Marlena Shaw at Ronnie Scott’s – 30 March 2011
Is Marlena Shaw a jazz singer or a soul singer? Certainly her uncle
was a jazz musician and a significant influence on her. And, as she
made her way, she sang in a group led by bebop trumpeter Howard
McGhee. This appears to have been short-lived as an argument with
a band member occurred shortly before she was due to appear at the
Newport Jazz Festival.
The mid-sixties saw her working in various East Coast clubs and on
the Playboy circuit, where her sophisticated jazz style of singing was
well-received. She was signed by Chess to its Cadet label, where it
placed its jazz artists for album recordings from which it would
occasionally select tracks to release as singles which it thought
would appeal to a wider audience. Mercy, Mercy, Mercy (actually
released as a single first) became a national R&B hit for her in March
1967, after words had been added to the Jo Zawinul composition
previously recorded by Cannonball Adderley.
She went on to sing regularly with the Count Basie Band but when a request was made for her to
record with them, it was turned down by Chess as they did not want her to be seen solely as a jazz
singer. In 1972 after two albums and five singles, she became the first female vocalist to be signed
by Blue Note Records. Although thought of (until its recent reincarnation) as strictly a jazz label,
Marlena’s recordings during her period there contained a variety of non-jazz styles
reflective of popular music of the time, just as they had done at Chess.
Towards the end of the seventies she signed to Columbia Records and recorded
her most successful album, Sweet Beginnings, from which the track Go Away Little
Boy was lifted for release as a single to go on and achieve her highest ever R&B
chart position. At Columbia she did not shy away from the challenge of disco but
from the eighties onwards, after leaving the label, her recordings became less frequent.
Fortunately for her, she has maintained a professional career as a singer because she is a
consummate entertainer. She cannot be tied down to one particular style, but, and although there
may be dissenters, her forte is soul-jazz with the latter constituent invariably evident.
At Ronnie Scott’s Marlena was supported by a band under the leadership of Crispin Taylor (drums),
assisted by Ben Castle (tenor sax and flute), Mike Gorman (piano and keyboard), Mark Vandergucht
(guitar) and Ernie McKone (electric bass). Her affectionate enjoyment of them was part familiarity
and part delight at the groove being created behind her.
The two sets drew songs from her whole recording career starting with the gospel march of Wade
In The Water from her Cadet days. From the Blue Note period, and in particular the Who’s That
Bitch, Anyway album, came the sensual Feel Like Makin’ Love and Loving You Was Like A Party.
Columbia was represented by Look At Me, Look At You and the inevitable Go Away little Boy,
complete with introductory monologue that varies a little each time.
Returning to Cadet, she ended with the political anger of Woman Of The Ghetto, and, much to the
delight of a group of her soul fans present, California Soul, a song whose size of popularity still
eludes me. In between the songs she was relaxed and humorous, charming fans and first-timers
alike. As she heads towards her seventies, her vocal range slightly diminished but not her singing,
her live performances are still a joyous occasion.
Dave Carroll
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The Duke of Edinburgh says

“I’m 90 y’know so
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi Gang.
Welcome to the summer edition of Tales Kate Garner © Tony Annis
From The Woods. I have to commence
my column this issue by thanking all the
good folks who came along to the Miller’s Pub at London Bridge back
on June 4th to celebrate the Tenth Anniversary and 60th Issue of this
magazine. The change of venue at relatively short notice could not
deter all of you loyal subscribers and contributors travelling from near
and far on this balmy late spring evening to join in the fun and meet up
and chat with friends old and new whilst the pretty and very talented
Kate Garner, daughter of Chas Hodges, entertained us with her
considerable keyboard skills.

Mrs Papard
© Tony Annis

We all sang along to ol’ time music hall and wartime songs with a few of Kate’s
own compositions thrown in for good measure which I must say fitted in with
ease. At times all that was needed was blacked out windows as we sang along
to Lilly Marlene, White Cliffs Of Dover and Run, Rabbit, Run. Even veteran
TFTW scribe Tony Papard’s mum was present, just a few years short of her
hundredth birthday; gin & soda in hand, she sang out the songs of her much
younger life every word perfectly, in between nipping outside for a cigarette.

It was indeed a pleasure to see a nice mixture of the eclectic nature of the
Woodie readership, coming from all the various strands; those who attend gigs, those who prefer
the non-musical social events, along with those who like a good pint and a bite on our monthly meet
ups.
The general consensus of opinion is that Miller’s, both its downstairs function room and upstairs
purpose venue, is an ideal new home to replace the hard act to follow Inn On The Green, so it is
very likely where we will be holding all our future parties etc. Mission accomplished.
Thank you to all you loyal Woodies and to Kate Garner for a very successful evening, not forgetting
the friendly and helpful staff of this atmospheric centrally located London Bridge Pub.
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Since Issue 61 appeared on your screens or hit your doormats we have experienced some very
unseasonal hot weather. To use traditional weights and measures, temperatures in the south east
have been hitting the high eighties with the now ever predictable breakdown of our crumbling and
under invested infrastructure. Typical tabloid headlines proclaimed 'Wrong kind of Sun' as stories of
buckling railway lines caused chaos to both our suburban and mainline railway services. How can
European rail systems escape such disruption throughout the seasons is the general cry, despite
many countries experiencing far more diverse weather conditions than the United Kingdom.
Actually the answer is quite simple; not likely to be heard from the tabloid press, nor indeed the
transient transport ministers that come and go as administration and circumstances dictate, talking
heads that repeat almost parrot fashion what their battalion of advisers tell them to say. Not even
from the mouth of little Bobby Crow, General Secretary of the once mighty NUR [National Union of
Railwaymen] now the RMT Union [Rail & Maritime Union].
Despite the city of Sheffield having for many generations provided the finest steel produced
anywhere on the planet, dispatched to all corners of the globe to be made into railway lines, here in
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the UK, the home of the railway industry, and provider of the finest steel, we have to make do with
steel for our railways of inferior quality. Surprise, surprise!!!!! Come extremely hot weather the rails
buckle, come freezing temperatures the rails crack, ensuring that the passengers who pay the
highest fares of any nation on earth can be delayed for hours in extreme temperatures, victims of
cost-cutting and, well, collusion.
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Television and Observer newspaper political commentator Andrew Marr stated on his Sunday
morning television programme ''One of the most beautiful sounds in rock music was silenced last
night." He was taking a moment away from grilling our political leaders to pay tribute to a man he
obviously held in high regard, without question the man who was the backbone of Bruce
Springsteen’s E Street Band. I refer of course to saxophonist Clarence Clemons who sadly passed
away on 18th June, six days after suffering a stroke. He was 69.
Born on 12th January 1942 in Norfolk, Virginia, and known to his fans as the 'Big
Man', he created the sound that connected Springsteen’s 50’s Rock’n’Roll
influences to that of 60’s vintage soul.
Son of a Baptist minister, come the mid-sixties the family moved to New Jersey.
His uncle bought him a King Curtis record around the period of time that Clarence
first picked up the saxophone. Soon he was soaking up the influences of Lee
Allan, Junior Walker, alongside many of the honking R&B greats as well as that of
Curtis. Along the way he played minor league football with the Newark Bears and
was well on the way to a professional career with the Cleveland Browns had a very
serious car accident not intervened. The following eight years he worked as a
counsellor for disturbed boys. In 1973 Clemons made a life changing decision when he literally
knocked upon the then struggling and unknown Bruce Springsteen asking if he could be a member
of his band. Hence on that day the East Street Band was born.
The next couple of years would see them embark on a gruelling touring and recording schedule
which would finally pay off in 1975 with the Born To Run album. Like the solo that drives the song
along, Clarence’s reputation grew. The decade that followed would find him branching out for solo
stardom with an album release in 1983. However it was the 1985 release of his album, Hero that
really established his solo credentials.
1989 would see the release of his highly acclaimed album Night With Mr C which was very much a
synthesis of styles both old and new. The same year would see Springsteen disband his E Street
Band which, to say the least, came as a huge shock not just to the Band, but their fans. Everyone
could not fail to agree that this was one of the tightest, most professional bands working the boards.
It certainly allowed Clemons to pursue his solo ambitions, as
well as working as a sideman on sessions for Aretha Franklin,
Roy Orbison, Nils Lofgren, Janis Ian, and Joe Cocker to name
but a few. If that was not enough, breaking into the acting
profession with roles in TV programmes in the States like Nash
Bridges, Viper, and The Sentinel. Far better known
internationally were appearances in movies such as Fatal
Instinct and Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure.
In 1999 Springsteen finally reformed the E Street Band, but
Clarence would over the next ten years still continue to work
with his own band Temple Of Soul which produced the 2002 album Live At Asbury Park.
¯
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Well 10 years of Tales From The Woods… who would believe it from such humble origins, one A4
sheet as was issue 1 to publicise gigs that veteran TFTW scribe Tony Papard and I were promoting
at a pub in Battersea High Street. From there to a successful on-line magazine of nearly 50 pages,
a regular team of talented and knowledgeable writers; from a scruffy pub in Battersea to the stages
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of London’s 100 Club and The Borderline; to the prestige of many theatre dates; that is the road we
have travelled together over the past ten years.
There have been disappointments of course, times when many people would seriously wonder if
Tales From The Woods magazine would once again see the light of day (I think he means me – H).
A few hard lessons have been learnt by yours truly along the way, like one that springs to mind
concerning a promoter based around the south of England who, after the success of Skiffle 50 back
in 2006 at King’s Cross Water Rats contacted me wishing to discuss the possibility of either working
together and his desire to find out a little more about the Rock’n’Roll scene. A meeting was planned
at a Bromley pub where we duly discussed the possibilities for an hour or so, the agreement being
that I would contact the venue manager at the Water Rats to arrange a meet up with venue,
nameless promoter and myself.
The following day I duly did, so imagine my surprise when, on suggesting that we all call in around
4pm that same day, I received the reply, "Oh he has already been in Keith, came in at 10am with
his wife." I recall mumbling an embarrassed word or two before ending the brief conversation. All
attempts to contact the promoter over the days to come failed and, despite leaving numerous voice
messages, the call was naturally never returned.
I did later see him in Bromley High Street walking with his wife, and he seemed just a little put out
when I totally ignored his attempt at acknowledgement. No need
to mention his name… I am sure Mr South Coast R&B will at
some point in the future receive the opportunity to read my
words. Just for old time’s sake, before penning this little piece, I
dropped Mr Seaside Music Man an email. Guess what folks? No
reply!!!
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to the great
Northern Irish blues & jazz singer/musician Ottilie Patterson who sadly
passed away after a prolonged illness on the 20th June aged 79.
A couple of years ago, my heart was set on including, in one of Tales From
The Woods 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Shows, a segment
where the stage could be occupied by a few of the legendary names of
traditional Jazz of the British scene, the Jazzers, who would have been
performing alongside the exponents of both skiffle and Rock'n'Roll. One of
the artists I wanted to headline this project is the lady whose passing it is my sad duty to
acknowledge. I refer of course to one of the most authentic voices of roots music these islands have
ever produced, the great Ottilie Patterson.
The dream would never come to pass, As phone call after phone call to her friends and musicians
who had worked with her in the fifties and sixties told the same story; that Ottilie was in very poor
health, now located somewhere in southern Scotland, not even possible to transport the lady by car
to the 100 Club just so she could sit amongst friends and contemporaries. Just to have the first lady
of the British blues scene in the same room would certainly been good enough for me and I am sure
for many of you too.
Anna Ottilie Patterson was born in Comber, County Down on 31st January 1932. Youngest of four
children, Father Joseph was a native Northern Irelander, whilst her mother Jûlija Jgers was Latvian.
Both parents were musical and a grandfather was a locally well-known piper [bagpipes]. By the age
of nine Ottilie was taking piano lessons, and three years later she won a Carroll Levis talent contest
in Belfast.
With schooldays behind her she enrolled at Belfast College of Technology where she took art
studies. It would not be too many months before she met fellow student Derek Martin. It was his love
of Jazz, the records of Jelly Roll Morton, Meade Lux Lewis, and in particular the voice of Bessie
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Smith that was the centre of her attraction. Soon he was schooling her in boogie-woogie piano, and
the pair met up with trombonist Wild Al Watt whilst performing at a college gig.
Patterson was soon performing in the band that Watt & Martin had created, playing piano and
singing blues numbers. The band by all accounts took a while to find a name, eventually christening
themselves Muskrat Ramblers, Her reputation was gaining interest throughout the Northern Irish
jazz scene and soon she was sitting in with highly regarded local outfit Jimmy Compton’s Jazz Band.
But her life was about to change quite dramatically.
Coming to London for a holiday in the summer of 1954, she met Singer Beryl Bryden who was
already well known on the local traditional jazz scene. Together they went to see the Ken Colyer
Jazz Band performing at a venue, which we all know now as the 100 Club. During the course of the
evening she asked Colyer if she could sit in with them and sing a number or two. Colyer, in
character, told her a definite no. The pianist, Johnny Parker, at the end of the evening’s set invited
Ottilie to the bandstand for an impromptu duet. It was only then that Ken Colyer and his band
members realised that the lady was no slouch; something special was evolving. In true jazz jamming
style they unpacked their instruments and rejoined the stage.
Trombonist Chris Barber soon got to hear about the young lady from
Northern Ireland, inviting her to sing with his band, which she did a
couple of nights later and for every night that remained of her holiday.
Once back home it soon became obvious that Belfast could no
longer contain her. A telegram would soon arrive from Chris Barber
for a job with his band, which naturally she accepted without
hesitation, making her debut in the band of, the now legend of
traditional jazz, Barber at the Royal Albert Hall upon 9th January
1955. Audience reaction was all that music stories are made of… ecstatic. She would spend the next
ten tears performing and recording with the band leader who in 1959 through to 1983 would become
her husband.
Her time with the band nicely coincided with the trad boom, and the birth of the British blues scene,
touring non-stop, often playing around 200 gigs a year. Sharing the stage in the early days with the
King of Skiffle, so highly rated by so many of us here at Tales From The Woods, the great Lonnie
Donegan.
Two of her finest EPs were released during the period of 1955/1956; That
Patterson Girl Volumes 1/2. She was thrilled to appear alongside
legendary names from the United States that Barber brought to this country
to perform with his band, which reads like a roll call of roots music heroes
- Big Bill Broonzy, Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee, Muddy Waters and
Sister Rosetta Tharpe to name but a few.
The huge success of Chris Barber Band’s recording of Petite Fleur both
here and in the United States in 1959 would find the band touring across
the Atlantic no less than seven times during Ottilie’s tenure with the band.
The San Francisco Examiner described her as "The World’s Only Irish Blues Singer".
At the 1962 Washington Jazz Festival her and the Barber Band’s reception was so tumultuous that
Duke Ellington’s appearance on stage was delayed for ten minutes, although I am sure it must have
been a thrill for her when the Duke would later congratulate and chat to her back stage.
In a career garnished with highlights, in interviews Patterson cited the band’s visit to Chicago South
Side Smitty’s Blues Club as her most rewarding. After being requested to join the great Muddy
Waters on stage and sing with his band, she heard one African-American lady patron call out "Hey
lady, you sing real pretty. How come you sing like one of us?"
Singer, art critic, and wit George Melly likened her to his life-long hero Bessie Smith, whilst a highly
respected US Jazz writer spoke both of her conviction and authority. Patterson often quoted "I sing
the blues because I find it so fulfilling.”
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By the mid-sixties her health began to fail, forcing her to curtail her career prematurely, although she
did spasmodically return to tour with the Barber band in particular during the decades that followed.
Come 1991 she retired from performing permanently, living quietly in the Hertfordshire town of St
Albans before re-locating to Ayr in southern Scotland. This would prove to be where she spent her
final years in a nursing home.
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says a fond farewell to the tenor voice lead of the
Coasters vocal group who has died aged 83 after losing his long battle with throat cancer aged 83
on 12th June.
Carl Edward Gardner was born on 29th April 1928, in Tyler, Texas to a black
father and a native American mother of the Comanche tribe. A childhood spent
in dire poverty before joining the US Army during the war years of 1944. Music
must have been prominent in his life as once in uniform he had formed his first
vocal group. Upon discharge he headed home to Texas, singing wherever he
could in nightclubs and bars, before trying his luck at the hub of the vocal group
scene on the west coast, hitchhiking his way to Los Angeles.
1954 was very much the year it would finally come together for the ambitious
young singer when he joined The Robins who had recently signed with the then aspiring young
song-writing team of Jerry Leiber & Mike Stoller who owned the Spark record label. Soon he found
himself in the recording studio sharing lead vocals with another tenor Grady Chapman which
produced the tracks If Teardrops Were Kisses on which Gardner took lead vocals, leaving I love
Paris along with Whataya Want to Chapman, who not long after these sessions was sent to jail,
whereupon sole lead fell into Gardner’s lap, just in time for him to provide the lead vocals for the now
classic and somewhat ironic given the circumstances Riot In Cell Block Nine, along with Framed and
Smokey Joe’s Café. All these tracks without doubt will now be considered as classics of the genre.
As 1955 drew to a close Leiber & Stoller sold Spark records, joining Atco
Label as independent producers. In the meantime they persuaded Gardner
along with bass singer Bobby Nunn to leave The Robin' and form the group
that would become a byword for Rock'n'Roll vocal groups The Coasters.
Soon baritone Billy Guy signed up for the new outfit, along with second
tenor Leon Hughes and guitarist Adolph Jacobs. The new group hit the
studios in early 1956, where the first session produced the singles, Down
In Mexico and One Kiss Led To Another. Although they were very much in
homage to a doo-wop tradition, sufficiently Rock'n'Roll to attract the young
ears of 56. They would have to wait a further year to really hit paydirt, with
the double sider Searching. Come the decade that followed would be
covered and performed by virtually every beat group in city, town and hamlet in the UK, the flip of
the Double A side Young Blood a personal favourite of this TFTW scribe. However back in the fifties
situations changed rapidly, the Coasters certainly being no exception. Later that same year, Leiber
& Stoller upped sticks and moved their operation to New York. Nunn and Hughes were certainly not
keen on heading out to the cold east, so Cornell Gunter and Will Dub Jones were recruited and
henceforth became the classic line up of the group, along with their memorable run of hits both sides
of the Atlantic.
Yakety Yak topped the US charts in 1958, the comical Charlie Brown narrowly missed the top spot
the following year, Along Came Jones peaked at no 9 and these titles equalled their pop success
on the R&B charts Stateside. The latter failed to chart this side of the Atlantic but the other two were
both big sellers. Another personal favourite of mine and no doubt for many of you too That Is
Rock'n'Roll failed to chart either side of the Atlantic. Poison Ivy, another one from their catalogue
that would be the mainstay of many British outfits including the Rolling Stones, peaked 7 US and a
top twenty here in Blighty. I’m A Hog For You Baby was picked up over here by our very own
screaming lordship Lord Sutch who rarely left it out of his stage act throughout his life. Run Red Run
managed 36 in the US but failed in the UK, despite considerable airplay on radio Luxembourg. I
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certainly recall it being played regularly when this be-quiffed 14
year old, freshly indoctrinated into Rock'n'Roll during the early
months of 1960 strutted like a peacock around [but not on it]
the dance floor of the now vanished Tottenham Royal. Their
last biggie Little Egypt covered by Elvis for a movie and would
soon become the near signature tune of Brit R&B pretenders
Downliner Sect.
The Coasters and Leiber & Stoller parted company; deprived
of their song writing skill and humour the hits failed to
materialise, finding themselves having to rely on covers of
earlier R&B hits. They were reunited in 1966 briefly but failed
to re-ignite, numerous personnel changes took place
throughout the remainder of the decade. By the 70s there were
several versions of the Coasters touring, often with no more than one original member. Gardner
continued to lead the legitimate Coasters but his legal right to the name did little to deter others.
Carl Gardner’s Coasters were the first vocal group to be inducted into the Rock’n’Roll hall of fame
in 1987. Seven years later the glory days of the hitmaking group were turned into a highly successful
stage musical opening on Broadway in 1994, entitled Smokey Joe’s Cafe, which was basically wall
to wall hits with only the pretence of a story line. Its success was equalled in London, I joined an
entourage of the not yet in existence Woodies at the Prince Of Wales Theatre, Leicester Square
early in the show’s longish run.
Carl Gardner retired from the group that he had sung with for an incredible half a century in 2005,
handing over the reins to his son Carl Jnr, although he continued to coach the group which will allow
both the name and spirit of the coasters to survive, publishing an autobiography in 2007 entitled
Yakety Yak I Fought Back: My Life With The Coasters.
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to American actor Peter Falk who died at
his home in Beverly Hills, California on 23rd June aged 83.
Born Peter Michael Falk 16th September 1927 in New York City, a
descendant of Miksa Falk who was editor of the liberal Hungarian
newspaper Pester Lloyd. Just a child when his parents left the city for
Westchester County to the town of Ossining where they were to run a
clothes shop. Whilst at Ossining High School he proved to be an excellent
sportsman excelling at basketball, baseball and track events. The loss of an
eye deprived him of his desire to join the marines at the close of the war
years in 1945, opting instead for what he saw as the next best move, joining
the merchant navy, soon to slot into a position as a cook, finding himself
soon in South America and later to Europe, leaving the navy to attend
college, eventually to obtain a degree in political science from the New School for Social Research
before going on to Syracuse University for a master’s in public administration, which would lead to
a job as an efficiency expert for the State of Connecticut Budget Review, where he was employed
between the years of 1953 to 1955.
Bored with figures, his memory took him back to happier times in his student days during the course
of a summer working with the Mark Twain Maskers of Hertford Theatre Group as a business
manager. However he would soon find himself acting in the various small roles offered. Following
his natural instincts which led him to enrol with the White Barn Theatre Group studying under the
legendary British actress Eva Le Gallienne who spotted his potential virtually immediately, urging
him to turn professional and, by now aged 28, he did just that.
Events really began to overtake at quite an alarming rate, Landing a lead role within a month as
Rocky Pioggi in an off Broadway production revival of the Eugene O’Neill play The Iceman Cometh.
Within a year he was actually to be found on Broadway performing as the English soldier in George
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Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan. His first headlining role would be as Stalin in The Passion Of Josef D
which failed to ignite a great deal of passion in theatre goers and had a disappointingly short run.
However far greater success was waiting just around the corner, when taking the
lead role as the neurotic advertising salesman in Neil Simon’s masterpiece
Prisoner Of Second Avenue. Not too many years would pass before the stage
play was turned into a film which would become so beloved of Tales From The
Woods starring two greats of American cinema and stage, Jack Lemmon and
Anne Bancroft, The original stage version starring Falk ran on Broadway from
1971 to 1973.
Peter Falk first appeared on American television as early as 1957 in a drama
entitled Return Visit which was followed by a number of supporting roles through
the remainder of the decade.
His first appearance in cinemas came a short while later in 1958 as the owlish writer in Wind Across
The Everglades. It would be a two year wait for his big-screen breakthrough which came in the
shape of Murder Inc in 1960 where he gave a chilling performance as a real life mobster Abe Reles
who turned canary in a bid to avoid the electric chair, for which he found himself Oscar nominated.
The same nomination was repeated a year later when he played Joy Boy, one of the hoods in
Pocketful Of Miracles, appearing alongside screen legends Bette Davis and Glenn Ford, directed
by Frank Capra. One year later in 1962, his first Emmy was forthcoming in the US television
production of The Price Of Tomatoes for his role as a truck driver. As the sixties progressed he could
be seen alongside Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis Jnr, and the man unwittingly
responsible for handing him the measure of fame and fortune he would have only dreamt of, Bing
Crosby, in Robin And The Seven Hoods, a prohibition era Chicago comedy, and alongside Jack
Lemmon and Tony Curtis in The Great Race.
It could be argued that his greatest artistic triumphs on film would be in company of the actor/director
John Cassavetes, in which he collaborated on four projects during the first half of the seventies; in
Husbands (1970) he starred with Cassavetes and Ben Gazzara as three buddies who set off for
Europe which would result in an endless cycle of drinking, gambling and woman chasing whilst
mourning the death of a friend and their own mortality. Four years later, in A Woman Under The
Influence, playing a devoted husband coping with his wife’s descent into mental illness.
The producers of what would prove to be a triumph for American television had
wanted Bing Crosby for the role of Columbo. However the crooner/actor felt it
would interfere with his plans on the golf course. The title role landed at the feet
of Falk. The trademark raincoat was his own prop bought whilst caught out in a
New York shower in 1967. His aforementioned eye loss resulted in the glass eye
which again resulted in a personal prop alongside the chomping on a cigar and
the battered 1959 Peugeot 403. Falk saw the American sleuth as a mirror image
of Arthur Conan Doyle’s famous detective of whom he had been a life-long fan.
Quoted in interviews as saying he saw "Columbo as an ass-backwards Sherlock Holmes. Holmes
smoked a pipe, Columbo cheap cigars. Holmes always turned out immaculately, Columbo totally
the opposite."
After the pilot episode in 1971 on American television it rotated with McMillan & Wife, but Columbo
proved to be far more popular than the Rock Hudson vehicle. In the UK it ran weekly and proved to
be hugely popular and is repeated on certain channels on a regular basis,
Falk hung up his overcoat in 1978 but was persuaded back eleven years later. The second series
began in 1989 and ran for an amazing fourteen years, finally calling it a day in 2003.
Despite being committed to Columbo during the decades, He still found time for some inspiring
projects, none more so than The Lost World, a 2001 BBC television adaptation of the Arthur Conan
Doyle story, playing the part of Reverend Theo Kerr who tries to discourage a group of explorers
from visiting a plateau where dinosaurs are rumoured to reside.
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Personal favourite of Tales From The Woods took place fourteen years prior in 1987; the Wim
Wenders directed Wings Of Desire concerns two angels wandering the streets of Berlin and
wondering what it is like to be human.
In 1996 he was awarded France’s highest arts honour Knight Of The Order Of Arts And Letters,
recognised in his native country when a street in his home town of Ossining was named Peter Falk
Place after him. The unveiling ceremony involved the now world famous and recognised actor
removing the iconic Columbo raincoat from the sign.
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Tales From The Woods Raise a glass and says farewell to the man known as Gipsy Of The Blues,
blues guitarist, harmonicist, singer, songwriter Eddie Kirkland who died as a result of a tragic road
accident at Crystal River, Florida upon 27th February aged 87.
Born Kingston, Jamaica on 16th August 1923 to a mother who
was just twelve years old, as an infant was sent to live with
relatives in Dothan, Alabama where he remained until the same
age that his mother gave birth, running off to join the Sugar Girls
Medicine Show. Soon to find himself in a chorus line with a
certain lady who went by the name of Diamond Tooth Mary
McLean, staying with the troupe until the show closed down a
year or so later.
Hardly surprising in the Southern 1930s, the blues were all
around the just teenage boy, although it is said Blind Blake would
prove to be the heaviest influence. Finding himself in Dunkirk, Indiana where for a while he returned
to school. Around twenty years old he joined the United States Army, soon after his country’s
involvement in the second world war. In much later years he would claim it was his experience of
racism in the forces that led him to seek out the devil’s music.
After his discharge he headed out to Detroit where music became his life’s priority, soon to be
working days at Ford’s Rouge Motor Plant, by night playing the blues in bars and house parties all
over the city.
It was at one of these impromptu parties that he would meet the man who would influence his
playing as well as give him work for the decade and a quarter that followed. A second guitarist on
many of John Lee Hooker’s recordings for an endless variety of labels from 1949 through to 1962,
their partnership only came to an end when the calling came from the UK and Europe for Hooker to
tour in 1962, which eventually would lead to worldwide acclaim and fame and deservedly so, leaving
Kirkland struggling to find his own recognition, although producing his own recordings for the King
label in 1953 and Fortune label in 1958. He put out his own album in 1961 It’s The Blues Man in
company of the King Curtis Band.
As the sixties gathered pace, Kirkland, now residing in Macon, Georgia, was performing as guitarist
and band leader for Otis Redding, releasing a single on the Volt label in 1963 The Hawg. The
release was overshadowed by Rufus Thomas’ outings on the label. Discouraged by the lack of
headway in the music industry, coupled with the frustration of his own lack of education, he quit and
returned to the only other skill he knew as a motor mechanic, raising a young family had to take
priority.
It was in Macon, Georgia where he was found and re-discovered by blues fan and record label
owner, Peter B Lowry who persuaded him to record again, which resulted in a motel room recording
of an acoustic solo LP, Front And Centre, on Lowry’s Trix Records, as was his second effort, a much
more in character studio recorded album, the raw and funky Devil And Other Blues Demons.
Come the mid-seventies Kirkland befriended the British blues rock band Foghat and appeared in
concerts with them including gigs performing alongside Muddy Waters and Honeyboy Edwards.
Come the 1990s would see label owner, manager, booking agent Randy Labbe taking over the reins
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of Kirkland’s career, resulting in three album releases on the Deluge label, one of which reunited
him with, the now very comfortable in his new guise as a blues senior citizen, John Lee Hooker.
For Kirkland’s final decade he was very much on his own again, driving himself even at his advanced
age to gigs, criss-crossing the United States several times a year. He did similar whilst on tour in
Europe, labelling himself as Road Warrior. He certainly cut a striking figure; a thick set powerful
man, a black leather cap worn over a bandanna, shades, medallion, pin stripe trousers and
waistcoat, often topped off with a blood red shirt. Eddie’s thump pick and fingers style it is said
allowed him to play his trademark powerful chord riffs rich in rhythm and harmonic tensions.
At 8:30am on the morning of 27th February he reportedly
attempted to make a U turn and was hit by a greyhound bus that
dragged his 1998 Ford Taurus wagon some 200 yards along the
freeway, transported by helicopter to hospital in Tampa where
he died shortly after arrival. A documentary short was made in
2010 about a year in Eddie Kirkland’s life. It follows his struggles
as an uneducated African-American doing his utmost to make a
living from the music he loved and played throughout his long
life which ended just hours after he played yet another gig.
V

V

V

V

V

V

Tales From The Woods has been asked by Gaslight Bill, this esteemed
magazine’s music hall historian, and Weith Koods, artistic director of Cinema
Queen Anne, to raise a glass to Cyril Ornadel who, during his long career,
wrote scores for stage and screen for many famous radio comedies and
television productions and has died at the age of 86 on the 22nd June.
Born in London on 2 December 1924, where he attended the Royal College Of
Music, in the months after the close of the second world war, he found himself
as musical director on many a variety touring shows. His breakthrough came
via the medium of radio as the fifties began, providing music for the hugely
successful Take It From Here starring Jimmy Edwards, Dick Bentley, June
Whitfield and George Cole.
Come the mid-fifties he wrote his first score, working with the then lyricist, later to become a
well-known sit-com writer, David Croft, on a production entitled Starmaker, which featured Jack
Hulbert and Cicely Courtneidge. He would later collaborate with Croft on touring show Pied Piper
before writing the music for the 1963 film Pickwick starring Harry Secombe, based on Charles
Dickens' The Pickwick Papers which produced the show’s tour de force and top twenty hit for
Secombe, If I ruled The World along with an Ivor Novello award for Ornadel.
However greater acclaim was to come in the shape of writing the music, whilst Norman Newell wrote
the lyrics, of Matt Munro’s biggest hit and signature tune, Portrait Of My Love. Along the way Cyril
conducted the orchestra for television’s hugely successful Sunday Night At The London Palladium
throughout its entire run from 1955 through to 1967, and all the Royal Variety Shows through the
same period, whilst finding time to be musical director for West End musicals, Kiss Me Kate, Paint
Your Wagon, Pal Joey, Wonderful Town, My Fair Lady and Kismet.
Come the seventies he collaborated on Treasure Island with Hal Sharper before winning another
Novello award for a further Dickens adaptation for the score of Great Expectations starring Sir John
Mills. Then a departure from film to television for the 1974 remake of Brief Encounter which starred
Sophia Loren and Richard Burton, followed by a couple of mini-series Edward The Seventh, The
Strauss Family, also writing music for recordings of Beatrix Potter’s children stories read by Vivian
Leigh and bible stories read by her former husband Sir Laurence Olivier. He was awarded the gold
badge of merit by the British Academy Of Composers & Songwriters for his services to British music.
An autobiography appeared in 2007 entitled Reach For The Moon.
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Letters to the Editor
o
From The W
Dear Tales

ods

Keith

I can’t even begin to express the joy you have given me since I
had the privilege of hearing about your activities. You are
indeed like a breath of fresh air to the rockin’ scene. At your
shows I know I am not going to be surrounded by endless
characters in fancy dress so prevalent at the endless array of
weekenders which, apart from a few notable exceptions, are
simply just that - fancy costume parties, where the music is at
best secondary, at worst totally irrelevant.
At Tales From The Woods shows I know that I am going to meet
interesting, intelligent people who are there because they love
the music and want to share that love, their stories of, in many
cases, long years of rockin’ gig going.
I for one share the opinion expressed by Mark Lamarr on his
sadly missed Shake, Rattle & Roll radio show that, when
mentioning a forthcoming Tales From The Woods gig at the 100
Club said, and I quote, "It’s good to know that there are
promotions that are not afraid to deviate from the weekender
variety; just an evening of rockin’ music."

Last night (Friday 1 July)
was one of the best Friday
meet ups.
The Greek meal was quite
tasty and inexpensive. We
left the restaurant around
22.00 and went back to the
pub expecting to see you
had
taken
over
as
compere. But no... the
place was in full swing and
we stayed to chucking out
time, singing along, very
loudly, to the old traditional
songs of yesteryear.
Great evening. I do like that
pub a lot.
John Jolliffe

I was at your show at the Borderline this past January - what
can I say? It was fabulous. It started on time, finished on time,
and I was able to make the last train home to Doncaster with
ease, elated by witnessing an evening of fantastic rockin’ music.
Sadly I am not computer literate, and I have no plans for
purchasing such a machine in the near future. I love the
magazine and eagerly await each issue. I have four in my
collection now and I find myself returning again and again,
finding something new to read each time. It is so eclectic;
Rock’n’Roll, Blues, Soul, Jazz, Country, contemporary stuff as
well, Quite apart from the inclusion of social issues, often
making me roar with laughter at your put downs of
establishment figures.

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE

I am indeed, if not your biggest fan, certainly amongst them.
I wish I did not live so far away so I could join you on your social
events I see advertised in both your magazine and newsletters.
I get quite envious of you London based folks who can, within a
short while, be at any of these marvellous events.
Tales From The Woods I do truly believe to be an organisation
of pure genius; may you keep up the fantastic work for many,
many long years to come.
See you all at the Borderline in January.

Your good friend R

ockin’ Joe Dudding

ton from Doncaster
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Many of you were probably at the Margaret Lewis gig at the Club 100 on January 31, 2010 so you
probably know about her recordings for RAM Records located in Shreveport. Since I was working on
that label’s (and K’s) history following the steps of Ray Topping I wondered why no 78 rpm with the
beautiful Ram head had ever surfaced. Did Mira Smith never use that “old” format by choice or had they
all vanished being breakable? I bored my friend Alton Warwick with that question for months until he
moved the piles of boxes and found there was ONE!
Issued between no 6741 and no 8771, this release was issued as no 77530 in 1957. The 78 rpm features
The Sybil Johnson Singers on “God’s Got His Eyes On You” b/w “Not Half Has Ever Been Told”. Two
great gospel songs not even listed on “Gospel Records”, the gospel bible!
If many afro-american groups/performers played in New-Orleans like Mahalia Jackson, The Jackson
Gospel Singers (Star Talent/Okeh), The Zion Harmonizers (Gotham), The Crescent City Gospel Singers
(Arcadia), Rev. Utah Smith (Arco/Checker) or The New Orleans Humming Four, there were just a few
in Baton Rouge (Charlie Jackson or The Zion Travelers) or Shreveport.
Among the Gospel bands in Shreveport were The Ever Ready Gospel Singers who backed Willie Caston

on “When The Moon Goes Down” b/w “I Claim Jesus” issued late 1953 (Abbott 149) and on “One Of
These Mornings” b/w “Jesus, I Love To Call Your Name” (Abbott 158) in 1954. Those guys had worked
together since 1946 and got their first solo record, still on Abbott, in 1954. Next, they moved to Shaw
and Peacock, both labels located in Houston (Texas). They were popular on KWKH and KANV in
Shreveport. Rev Utah Smith was also mighty popular in Shreveport but he was with its two wings an
itinerant preacher. Nevertheless, he was buried in an unmarked grave at the Carver Memorial Cemetery
in Shreveport in 1965.
We know absolutely nothing about Sybil Johnson as a woman and performer. Those two songs were
probably recorded in a local church with only one mike. That record was issued only in 78 rpm format
‘cause even in 1957 many afro-americans were still enjoying that old format. “God’s Got His Eyes On
You” and “Not Half Has Ever Been Told”, written by Sybil, can match with the best recordings made by
Sister Rosetta Tharpe. She shouts, she moves your soul, Brother! You gotta be saved!
Sybil Johnson played piano on Linda Brannon’s “I Shall Not Be Moved” (at least six takes were done),
a recording never issued. Linda Brannon had many records issued on Ram before moving to Epic.
We don’t know anything else about Sybil. She had religion, for sure, and you all guys had to remember
about Ram Horns being often featured in the Old Testament.
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES.
October 28, 2010.
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Letters
From
Snobbo
Manor

Snobbo Manor, Wiltshire

Lady Lobelia Snobbo

Dear Most Unfortunate and Disadvantaged Plebs,
I know you are all very interested in how we in the British aristocracy live, so I will be writing these
letters to give you inferior classes an insight into our lives here at Snobbo Manor, where we dine daily
on caviar, game, smoked salmon and all sorts of other gourmet foods you common people will not
have even heard of, prepared and served by our loyal domestics and all accompanied by the very finest
champagne of course.
I do sympathize with you lower classes who have to reside in dreadful council estates and other
appalling properties in the inner cities. Actually Lord Snobbo and I recently purchased a little
apartment in Soho because Henry (Lord Snobbo to you) said it was next door to a gentleman’s club he
attends. I am a little perplexed by this as there seem to be no gentlemen’s clubs in the area but there
are some very dubious neighbours. The Greek-Cypriot woman next door seems to be the Madame of a
brothel, though she calls it a ‘High Class Escort Agency’. I suppose one must expect such things in Soho,
so I’m telling Henry that we must sell this wretched apartment at once and move to the more select
Mayfair or Belgravia areas.
Why, the other day this Madame Desoulla had the audacity to call at our apartment when Henry was
out at his club, give me her gaudy pink-coloured business card and ask me if I’d like to sleep with
someone called Kostas because this person would give me a ‘good time’! Of course I told this wretched
ex-colonial that I was ringing the authorities and would have her establishment closed down, to which
she had the nerve to reply that Lord Snobbo would object as he was a regular client of hers and her
grand-daughter. How dare she make such insinuations. Such impudence these wretched foreigners
have!
My butler then ushered this appalling woman away. Of course I informed Henry when he arrived
back from his club, looking quite flushed for some reason, and he nearly had an apoplexy over the
news. However he said I shouldn’t try to get Madame Desoulla’s establishment closed down as one of
the companies we have shares in owns the leasehold and the income from rents is quite substantial. He
said establishments such as Madame Desoulla’s, although rather sordid, never had difficulties paying
the high rents. Much as I object to the idea of living off immoral earnings, even if indirectly, one must
always put financial considerations first, mustn’t one? Henry has agreed to find a more suitable
London apartment in Mayfair, somewhere in the vicinity of Shepherd’s Market I believe. Will be
interesting to browse around a traditional London market, he said, and see what he can pick up.
I will close now as the chauffeur is fetching the Rolls to take us to Covent Garden for the opera. We
have our usual box, of course, and are dining afterwards with Charles and Camilla, such a lovely
couple don’t you think?
Yours aristocratically,

Lady Lobelia Snobbo
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Archbishy Makarios

Old Greek Granny black shawls and dresses
Evzone (Greek soldier) Dress -

See how pretty he look!
This could be you - oh yes!

Granny Athena's Moussaka
Fresh organicky Lemons

Crystal balls and Greeky Tarot/Angel/Saintos cards for fortune telling.
When you in Cyprus visit Granny Nina's high-class Escort Agency. Very beautiful Greek ladies and
handsome Greek men.
You like sleep with Kostas?
Give you good time!

Tony has some vintage recordings to go with these articles - check out the links
Lady Snobbo and her cleaner in 'Treasures of Snobbo Manor'
Excerpt from 'This Is Your Life Lady Snobbo'
Lady Snobbo and The Hooker - featuring The Slagqueens (George and Tony)
Granny Nina's Water Dance
Granny Nina selling stuff
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Marffa's Muffins
Bands to keep an eye out for this year.
Boppin B: Crazy German rockabilly band sound as good as they look.

BELLOWHEAD

Bellowhead: This band have brought English folk music kicking and screaming into the
millennium. I saw them at Beautiful Days where they blew me away, so impressed with their
performance I travelled to Sheffield to see them at Christmas.
Babylon Circus: I caught this 10 piece French band at Guilfest and Beautiful Days last year.
Their performances were outstanding and entertaining. They brought a gypsy/reggae/punk/jazz
mix and added to bit of folk for good measure. Kinda French Gogol Bordello.
The Bees: It could be this Isle of White based band’s year, but probably not. One thing for sure
though, they will delight you if you do see them, promoting last years Every Step’s A Yes album,
and even if you don’t see them I can guarantee you will hear some of their music being used in
trailers and adverts through the year.
The Destroyers: Possibly one of the biggest groups on the road at the moment, and probably the
most talented, this 14 piece from Birmingham, are guaranteed to enthral you with their gypsy jazz,
Balkan brass, ska and mariachi!
The Infidells: Seen at Guilfest over a numbers of years, this Lincolnshire based band have
swelled their ranks and now have a couple of charismatic male vocalists to add to the bonkers
behaviour of the keyboard player. Very ska and reggae based, they have added a bit more soul to
their set.
The King Blues: This London based malarkey have been getting bigger and bigger over the past
two years and are set to continue. They will no doubt be bringing their own brand of
ska/punk/reggae to a festival near you this year. They have a habit of putting on some incendiary
live shows with their social political lyrics stoking the embers of the crowd.
Spandex Ballet: Hitchin based comedy duo that performed at the Rhythms of the World Festival
in Hitchin last year. Outrageously funny comedy songs, although I have to say that I wouldn't be
surprised if they end up being banned under the public order act; their song about James Blunt is
hilarious!
Withdoktors: South London 4 piece make good old fashion garage punk rock.

MM
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
1. Superman made his debut in 1938 in Action Comics No. 1. Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster were
the co-creators. In 1935 Jolan Kovacs took an ad out in a local newspaper and Shuster, an artist
who was developing Superman as a potential cartoon strip, employed her as the model for Lois
Lane, with Siegel, a writer, posing as Superman. They signed a publisher’s release for $138 in 1938
but the Siegel family failed to get back the rights until 2008. Source: Dennis McLellan, Los Angeles
Times 18.2.2011
2. Hungarian Jolan Kovacs 1917-2011 modelled in Boston and New York as Joanne Carter and
then worked in a L.A. shipyard during WW11. 1935 met Jerry Siegel when modelling as Lois Lane,
and after reuniting in 1948 they married. Siegel had been living in poverty and eventually went back
to work as an uncredited writer on Superman stories. Warner Communications response to a
campaign agreed to pay the co-creators $20,000 p.a. Jerry died 1996. Source: Dennis McLellan,
Los Angeles Times 18.2.2011
3. Las Vegas act the DeCastro Sisters family moved from Cuba to Miami in the early 1940’s, and
Cherie, the last surviving member, died locally 14.3.2010. Babette died in 1992, Peggy in 2004, and
Olgita, a cousin who occasionally filled in, died in 2000. They made their first TV broadcast in 1947
singing “Babalu”, and their 1954 recording “Teach Me Tonight” sold over 5 million copies. Appeared
in “Copacabana” in 1947 with Carmen Miranda and Groucho Marx. Source: L.A. Times 23.3.2010
4. The black Otis Blackwell from Brooklyn wanted to be a singing cowboy, but after WW2 started
singing R&B in local clubs. Record deal with Joe Davis and cut Daddy Rolling Stone. Discovered
outside Brill Building where he sold 6 songs for $25 (including Don’t Be Cruel). Blackwell managed
Eddie Cooley & The Dimples and when he wrote Priscilla for Eddie they co-wrote Fever. Legendary
for his demos and partying and ended up in Nashville after a stroke, died May 6th. Source: New
York Daily News 8.5.2002
5. Robert “Sunny” Spencer died of respiratory failure in Tucson Arizona aged 75. Long-time member
of the Sons Of The Pioneers, played 22 instruments and used 7 on his trademark song “Mamma
Don’t Allow No Music Playin’ Round Here”. Born in Bowen Ky., worked with Al Hirt and Pete
Fountain at the 500 Club in New Orleans and Spike Jones. Appeared often on “The Midwestern
Hayride” on WLS in Chicago and was musical director for Gene Autry and Rusty Draper. Source:
Las Vegas Review-Journal 12.2.2005
6. Two pages about the rockabilly of Bakersfield, Ca. In 1954 Lu-Tal Publishing launched at 601 E.
18 St., corner of Thruxton Ave/Kern Street, the first of 3 locations, by Lewis Talley and Charles
“Fuzzy” Owen. In the 3 months there Buck Owens reputedly recorded Hot Dog and Rhythm & Booze
on Pep 107. Fearing the wrath of Nashville who objected to c&w singers adopting Rock’n’Roll Buck
used the pseudonym “Corky Jones”. The studio is now an upholstery shop. Source: Robert Price,
Sunday Eye, 9.10.2005
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7. Reviewing 25 years of the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame, the first inductees in 1968 included Elvis,
Chuck, Fats, Jerry, Buddy, Everlys, Little Richard, James Brown. The first ceremony was at the
Waldorf Astoria in New York and although other sites were considered, architect I.M. Pie’s museum
was opened on the shores of Lake Erie. Cleveland. Inductees who never showed include: Ike &
Tina, Paul McCartney and Jerry Garcia. Source: Rick Shefchick, The History Channel Magazine,
Feb 2011
8. The Smithsonian New Harmonies program features a musical travelling exhibit in five states. The
Mississippi tour opened in a renovated train depot in Hattiesburg and received rave reviews. The
program linked in with Roots Reunion an annual program of gospel, bluegrass, blues and country.
Ohio held theirs at the Quaker Heritage Centre, Wilmington, and performers included the history of
bluegrass in their region and King Records in Cincinnati. Source: Kiley Armstrong, Las Vegas
Review-Journal, 9.1.2011
9. Suse Rotolo born in Queens, N.Y. 1943, parents Communists. Moved to Greenwich Village after
graduating from high school. Worked in the office of Congress of Racial Equality, met Dylan at
Riverside Church Manhattan when 17. In 1963 immortalised when photographed by Don Hunstein
and became the cover of “The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan” Four years with Dylan and wrote her
memoirs about the Village and the folk scene in 2008, died of cancer Feb 2011. Source: Dennis
McLellan, L.A. Times 1.3.2011
10. Here’s one for the TFTW USA holiday Stompers: The internationally famous Café Du Monde in
the French Quarter of New Orleans inspired Mark and Mike Goldenburg to open Chick and Benny’s
in Henderson, Las Vegas. Described as a “Parisian-Texan eatery” it specialises in two dishes,
chicken tenders which are chicken and fries with jalepo ranch sauce and beignets. The beignets are
French puff pastry-fried dough covered in white powdered sugar. Source: Paul Takahashi, Las
Vegas Sun, 8.3.2011
11. Another one for the TFTW Stompers who will remember B.B. King’s inaugural show during our
holiday in 1999. Sinatra was at Caesars when he received a telegram from B.B. King’s manager,
and that’s how B.B. broke into Vegas. At 84 has a home and a club there. His favourite song is
“Always On My Mind” by Willie Nelson whom he first met at the Exit Inn in Nashville. Says Keith
Richards and Edge are two of the greatest rhythm guitarists alive. Source: Vegas Seven. Richard
Abowitz, 19.8.2010
12. Bill Monroe, was born in Rosine, Ky., 13.9.1911 and buried there 9.9.96. A bluegrass Centennial
Celebration to honour Bill is being planned by the International Bluegrass Museum in Owensboro,
and virtually every active member of the International Bluegrass Music Association’s Hall Of Fame
is scheduled to perform Sept 12-14, the largest bluegrass event ever held. The festival will also
premiere a new Bill Monroe musical and a documentary of the Monroe band. Source: Las Vegas
Review Journal 2.1.2011
13. A photo of Marilyn Monroe/John & Robert Kennedy plus 22 other gelatine prints by Cecil
Stoughton, White House photographer, realised $9150 at auction. It was contained in an envelope
dated 19.5.62 marked “Sensitive Material”. The photographic occasion was after a Democratic
Fundraiser in Manhattan where Monroe sang “Happy Birthday” to the president and the only image
ever taken of the three together.” Agents removed some of Stoughton’s negatives but missed this
one. Source: L.A. Times 10.12.2010
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Radio: Play That Song Again - Russ Sainty: The Complete Collection
Slickstone Records Slick01
He may have been a minor figure in the annals of rock history, in particular the late fifties and early sixties
beat scene, but this is a major volume depicting Russ Sainty’s lengthy musical career. Comprising 76 tracks
spread over 3 CDs this is his lifetime’s body of work, superbly packaged with photos old and new plus a
sixteen page booklet.
The title track is a modern recording which looks to the period with “drainpipes, pointed shoes, Teddy Boys
and Peggy Sue”.
A bunch of pleasant Sainty originals, which include the plaintive ballad How Can I Tell Maureen and I’m
Coming Home with its Mavericks-like arrangement, join forces with covers of some well-known songs such
as Three Steps To Heaven, Didja Ever (from GI Blues), and a full of fun Alley Oop done Cockney style to
round-up CD1.
Disc two starts out with Dorsey Burnette’s One Of These Mornings and Too Much, which made up a 1959
limited edition single cut especially for the 59 Club in Hackney Wick. His original sixties output follows
chronologically, ranging from the swinging Race With The Devil, the self-penned jaunty I’ve Got A Girl and
his charming Embassy recording (as Johnny Chester) of Last Night Was Made For Love to the countrified
Send Me The Pillow (That You Dream On) and an atmospheric version of Lonesome Town.
The third CD commences with a dozen sixties instrumentals which are very much of their time, and some of
which are rather good. In fact the catchy Chariot was a minor hit and the galloping Sainty original Fury might
have been a bigger one if it hadn’t been tucked away on the flipside of the weird Hall Of Mirrors. Half-a-dozen
tracks from Sainty’s time with the Dallas Boys are followed by various demo recordings, plus three songs that
were broadcast on BBC radio.
All in all this is a worthy release and of much interest to fans of early sixties popular music rather than fifties
Rock’n’Roll aficionados. A job well done by all concerned in the production of this triple CD digipack, which
is available at a very reasonable £17.99

Mary Jean Lewis and the Starlight Boys - The Memphis EP
Cat8BallMJL002
Now residing in Scotland, MJ is, of course, daughter of Linda Gail and the Killer’s niece, and is deservedly
making her own mark on the circuit. Only a few weeks ago she and the boys delivered a storming set on the
main stage at the Americana show.
Having teamed-up with sax supremo Kenny Tomlinson and singer/guitarist Keith Turner of Edinburgh rockers
Hi Voltage, the rest of the band are Martin Barrett on lead guitar, Alan McCubbin (double bass) and drummer
Neil Cameron.
This is a terrific jaunty little slab of shiny, containing three brand-new numbers. Title track Memphis, a
Tomlinson/Turner collaboration was written especially for her, and is a catchy song that bounces along with
some honkin’ saxophone and clean guitar pickin’ in evidence as Ms Lewis sings the well-crafted lyrics in a
confident and friendly fashion.
The other two numbers are Lewis compositions. Obviously dedicated to her gradely Teddy Boy husband is
Mean Mean Man, while Dance With Me evidently recalls the circumstances of their first meeting and what
they love doing together – dancing!
Both of them swing along well with strong melodies and memorable messages. This is an excellent
introduction to Mary Jean and the boys in the band.

Audiophile Wilkinson
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If the Sun label is famous for countless fabulous rockin’ blues and rockabilly sides, you have to
remember that many of those were issued back to back with Hillbilly, Country, Blues or Pop ballads.
It was a choice to let a door open for a plug on air even if the “promotional” side was not well received
by dee-jays. Then the Art & Repertoire men’s choice or tastes could be different from the dee-jay’s
choice and often the plug side sank in favour of the B-side. It’s what happened for Rock Around The
Clock (Bill Haley) and Be Bop A Lula (Gene Vincent), both B-sides at first. The recordings packaged
here are not exclusively B-sides but lesser known recordings, sometimes hard to find or never
issued. So let’s try another look at the Sun’s songs catalogue and the first-ever in-depth look at the
ballad side of the Sun Records/Phillips International legacy. Even rockers had their mellow moments
and could handle ballads as well.

CD 1 – showing the beautiful Flip label
This record starts with a great blues by Rufus Thomas Walking In The Rain, recorded in March 1953
with Joe Hill Louis on guitar and issued as flip side for Bear Cat (Sun 181). Rufus Thomas being a
star DJ at radio station WDIA in Memphis would assure some publicity for this record that climbed
into The Billboard’s Top R&B records the following month. Just Walkin’ In The Rain (Sun 186) sung
by The Prisonaires with Johnny Bragg was their first record for Sun and would bring enough
attention to be covered by Johnny Ray. Beggin’ My Baby by Little Milton, from July1953 and issued
as Sun 194, showcases the versatility of James Milton Campbell to catch with Fats Domino’s sound
on its first record for Sam. Here are Ike Turner on piano and C.W Tate blowing the horn.
I’ve Been Deceived by Charlie Feathers (Flip 503) makes a wild move to Hillbilly but by March 1955,
Sam Phillips was goin’ more and more on Hillbilly and rockin’ stuff. Sam Phillips makes his first
recording by a white group, The Ripley Cotton Choppers, in July 11, 1953 and two sides were issued
on Sun 190. The blues days were almost over at 706 Union Avenue. Nevertheless, it seems
surprising to have that great Hillbilly song sandwiched between Beggin' My Baby and Old Brother
Jack, a blues recorded in 1953, by Bonnie Turner then Ike Turner’s wife. That recording was left
unissued until featured on Charly’s LP Catalyst vol 3 in 1976. The sound has a resemblance with
Linda Brannon or Margaret Lewis recordings done for Ram few years later.
Seems Like A Million Years (Sun 179) is a little known October 1952 recording by Willie Nix, a
session drummer, and his only release on Sun. It features stunning French harp work by James
Cotton. Willie had cut some other great sides for Sam earlier but was leased to RPM and Checker.
No Teasin’ Around is another superb blues sung by Billy “The Kid” Emerson and his first release for
Sun (195) in February 1954. Billy had five records produced by Sam, the last
one being out from the pressing plant in January 1956. Carl Perkins’ haunting
Turn Around (Flip 501) is followed by There Is Love In You from the last
release by The Prisonaires (Sun 207) issued in July 1954. Elvis Presley will
come few weeks later with the milestone Sun 209. Before Long by Jimmy (De
Berry) and Walter (Horton) issued on Sun 180 is a simple rural blues but what
a huge quality.
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To tie up with Sam’s choices after 1953, the hillbilly sound of Slim Rhodes
came with The House Of Sin (Sun 225). Many could be surprised by The Five
Tinos, a vocal group, and their amazing Sitting By My Window recorded in
May 1955 (Sun 222). If that song had been issued on a New York or Los
Angeles Rhythm and Blues label, it would probably have brought some action
around. It was their only release even if 8 sides were cut in two different
sessions. Maggie Sue Wimberly with Daydreams Come True, an answer
song to Daydreaming first recorded by Bud Deckelman and issued January
1955 on Meteor, came on CD before I Forgot To Remember To Forget, the last Sun release by Elvis
(Sun 223 – August 1955). However that great female song recorded in March 1955 was only issued
in January 1956 (Sun 229). Maggie Sue is backed on that wonder by Quinton Claunch (gtr), Stan
Kesler (steel gtr), Bill Cantrell (fiddle), Marcus Van Story (drums).
Bill Emerson’s No Greater Love is the last blues song featured in that digipack. It was the flip side
for the classic Red Hot (Sun 219) also cut in May 1955. Next is My Treasure by Johnny Cash but
through a rare demo recording done for Ernest Tubb and far better than the overdubbed one issued
on Sun 363 in May 1961. You Can Tell Me, by The Miller Sisters (Elsie Jo Miller and Mildred Wages),
is a beautiful ballad from 1955 as is Finders Keepers (Sun 255) also on that CD. It Only Hurts For A
Little While, an unissued (then) song is on the second CD. Bad Girl issued under Slim Rhodes’ name
is sung by Brad Suggs. It was the B-side of the stompin’ classic Gonna Romp and Stomp (Sun 238).
You will easily see which side is my favourite.
Wedding Gown of White by Charlie Feathers (Sun 231) and Sure To Fall by Carl and Jay Buck
Perkins (Sun 235 – record never issued) make clear that Sam Phillips, even if trying his luck with
Rock'n'Roll, was keeping a strong Hillbilly potential for its record label. No More, No More by Jimmy
Haggett (Sun 236) is one of the rarest Sun records but far from the raucous Gonna Shut You Off
Baby issued in 1957 on Meteor. Warren Smith and Jack Earls, two great country singers able to jump
on the rockabilly band wagon, sang I’d Rather Be Safe Than Sorry (Sun 239) and A Fool For Lovin’
You (unissued then). Warren Smith is also featured on CD two with the beautiful I Feel In Love
recorded late 1957. Next came the regular version for I Walk The Line and No Matter Who’s To
Blame by Barbara Pittman. Issued on Sun 253 it was the B-side for her classic I Need A Man and
features Johnny Bernero (drums) and Smokey Joe Baugh (piano). A beautiful voice on a real “pop”
delivery. My tastes are higher for Two Young Fools in Love and I’m Getting Better All The Time
(demo) on the second CD.

CD 2 – showing the classic Sun label
This CD starts with Sandy Brooks’ superb voice backed by Slim Rhodes on Take and Give (Sun 256)
cut in August 1956 with Johnny Bernero on drums. I’ll Wait Forever was Glenn Honeycutt’s only Sun
release when issued back to back with I’ll Be Around (Sun 264), both songs recorded on December
28, 1956. There’s a lot of Elvis’ influence there in the positive sense of the term and the vocal is
stunning. Carl Perkins handles a beautiful cover of Only You borrowed from The Platters issued only
after his move to Columbia and Forever Yours (Sun 274), one of his best songs and a Bobby Lollar’s
definitive favourite. Not surprising to have Johnny Cash back with Don’t Make Me Go (Sun 266) and
Give My Love To Rose (Sun 279) that tell us about bad luck and fate. Man, I wish that guy could
have made it to Louisiana!
Sonny Burgess, just like Roy Orbison, is welcome with two songs, Restless (Sun 263) with its classic
whistling part and Sweet Misery (Sun 285) from August 1957. Roy Orbison brings us Fool’s Hall Of
Fame, a strong ballad with chorus written by Danny Wolfe, and the amazing
Trying To Get To You, two recordings not issued by Sam Phillips. Even if he
never had a record on the legendary Memphis label, Harold Jenkins (Conway
Twitty), was the one who brought Rockhouse to Roy Orbison. Here he’s
featured with the great Just In Time backed by Billy Weir (drums) and Jimmy
Ray Luke Paulman (gtr) on what was a demo for The Browns who cut it for
RCA. When issued in the late 70s, that recording was wrongly titled Blue Days
and Sleepless Nights and credited to Warren Smith. That Depends On You
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sung by Jimmy Williams, a dee-jay who recorded also for MGM and Dub, was
issued with Please Don’t Cry Over Me on its lonely Sun release.
Ray Harris gives a great vocal treatment to Foolish Heart (Sun 272) with Red
Hensley on guitar while Ernie Chaffin, a real country cat, delivers the haunting
I’m Lonesome (Sun 275). Another great single like it is Don’t Ever Leave Me
(Sun 320) included on the third CD. Of course, Jerry Lee Lewis couldn’t be
on leave on this product. It All Depends (On Who Will Buy The Wine)
recorded in March 1958 and his very influential cover of Hank Williams’ You
Win Again (Sun 281) give him a welcome spot.
Easy To Love was Mack Self’s only Sun release (273) issued two years before his classic Mad At
You on Phillips International (3548). A beautiful country waltz with echo and by far one of the best
ballads ever cut on Union Avenue. Sadly, Mack Self passed away on June 14, 2011 and that song
will stay like the ultimate tribute to that great Arkansas cat. The Sunrays, a Stan Kesler project from
start to finish where he brings Barbara Pittman, sound a bit like The Miller Sisters on Love Is A
Stranger but the backing is stronger. Issued on Sun 293 in April 1958, it was their only record. More
recordings by Edwin Bruce, Jeanie Greene (Mary Johnson), Charlie Rich, Warren Smith and Ken
Cook makes this CD very interesting.

CD 3 – showing the Phillips International label
This CD brings us to the great Billy Riley with One More Time (Sun 322) backed by Martin Willis on
sax duties. Billy Riley, a hard rocking’ cat, just a few ballads but that one is beautiful. Ray Smith was
made of the same wood but can just take you to cloud no 9 with Sail Away, issued on Sun 319 by
March 1959 and Why, Why, Why (Sun 308). Johnny Cash is back for one more round with Port of
Lonely Hearts (Sun 347), Jerry Lee with I’ll Make It All Up To You(Sun 303), How’s My Ex Treating
You? (Sun 379) and Fools Like Me. Warren Smith sings Goodbye Mr. Love, a superb recording
issued with the out of this world Got Love If You Want It (Sun 286), on his last release for Sun.
Breeze recorded late October 1958 by Vernon Taylor is a cover of an old pop song that charted for
Cowboy Copas in 1948. Issued on Sun 310 with Today Is A Blue Day. It was the first of his two
releases for Sam until the Barbat Brothers & Henri Ferrero came to have a third with the hot rockin’
Your Lovin’ Man (Sun 601 – 1976). The Miracle of You sung by Little Hannah Fay was not issued
but the song later found its way on to Ernie Chaffin’s repertoire being issued on his Sun 320 with
Don’t Ever Leave Me. Sparse backing on a real pop ballad recorded in early 1958. Carl Mann sings
I’m Bluer Than Anyone Can Be (Sun LP 1960) and a non-dubbed version of I Can’t Forget You with
Eddie Bush on guitar.
Bobbie and The Boys are here with To Tell The Truth (Phillips Inter 3543) featuring Barbara Thomas
handling the vocal and Martin Willis blowing his horn. Rayburn Anthony had three records on Sun
and How Well I Know was on his last release issued in January 1962. Among the lesser known
performers are Mikki Wilcox with Ain’t Got Nothin’ But The Blues, a Duke Ellington tune from 1937.
Jazzy stuff with Scotty Moore on guitar. She also sang I Know What It Means closing this CD where
you can also find Charlie Rich, Thomas Wayne, Anita Wood, Bobbie Jean and Tracy Pendarvis.
These three CDs feature 78 (a good old number for the old vinyl buffs)
recordings and come with a beautiful 88 page booklet stacked with pictures
and first class information. 13 pages are given for the first time to Mikki
Wilcox, born 1931, whose recordings all stayed in the basement. This
package build by Hank Davis and Colin Escott gives you an interesting and
different look at the Sun’s record legacy. More than a flip side, that’s a
complementary side.
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES.
July 4, 2011.
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The rain in Spain stays mainly on the plain, according to Professor Higgins. Well, I’m within sight of
the Pyrenees, that’s a beach, we must be on the coast.
So what is that falling out of the sky in copious amounts, filling dry river beds, and flooding the streets?
Rain, that’s what. Fortunately, the Screamin’ Festival is held under cover in Pineda de Mar, an
otherwise sedate resort 50 miles north of Barcelona, and boasts what must be the best line-up in
Europe this summer.
American legends from the fifties like Jack Scott, Tommy Hunt of The Flamingos, and George
Tomsco of The Fireballs rub shoulders with the pick of the current crop of rock’n’rollers J.D.
McPherson, Si Cranstoun and Jimmy Sutton.
Add seventies stars from the UK like Whirlwind and Mouse Zinn, stir in some rocking R&B from
Laura B. and the Moonlighters, and Sweden’s Domestic Bumblebees, add Australia’s Benny and
the Fly by Niters, season with doo-wop from the Velvet Candles and The Earth Angels, and then
pour in at least 15 more bands, and you have the recipe for one heck of a rocking stew.
And we haven’t even mentioned The Del Moroccos, the breath-taking girl group who are Chicago’s
most exciting export since deep pan pizza.
The show is organised by Carlos Diaz, whose own El Toro label displays his excellent taste, and the
show is held in Pineda because that’s where he is based.
Unlike some of the more raucous resorts on the Costa Brava, Pineda is comparatively decorous,
but it does have one vast ballroom, the Magma, and that’s where the party proper starts on
Wednesday night.
Entertainment comes from Johnny Trash, The Bop A Tones and The Betty Boop Lovers, and it’s
fitting that the first sound we hear is Mr Trash’s guitarist thundering out Link Wray’s Rumble, which
swiftly turns into Mule Skinner Blues to the delight of the packed hall.
The Bop A Tones turn in a reasonable take on Screaming Lord Sutch’s Jack the Ripper, and DJs
Eddie Cesc, Tracy Dick and The Grinster aim for full floors.
Although the main action for the festival is in two vast, linked semi-permanent tent structures on the
seafront, lunchtimes there is an alternate venue, Santi’s Beach Bar, a lengthy walk from Pineda
centre just over the border in neighbouring Calella, which is why so many choose to bring their
classic bikes and cars to Santi’s.
Opening act in the main hall on Thursday is Ruby Dee and The Snakehandlers, who could have
done with more volume on the vocal mic, but that was the only sound criticism of the whole festival,
which ran like clockwork and nearly to time throughout. A nod here to stage manager Tipton Bill,
who learned his craft at Hemsby Rock’n’Roll weekenders.
Ruby’s takes on George Jones’ White Lightning and The Cramps’ Human Fly worked well enough,
but an alarming re-arrangement of Hank Williams’ Your Cheating Heart was great, and had fans
dashing to the record stalls to find Ruby Dee product.
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The Vibrants, from Spain, are principally an instro-only
surf band, but have livened their set with beat group
sounding versions of songs like Wild Little Willie and
Teenage Blues to go alongside instrumentals like The
Great Duane, and Ramrod.
A professional outfit, but they were left in the dust by Jimmy Sutton, fronting his crack six piece
band doing it HiStyle. Yes, there were rockers like Dale Hawkins’ Little Pig, and Don and Dewey’s
Farmer John, but the originals, and numbers like the atmospheric Down in the Everglades and Up
Jumped the Devil lifted them well clear of any suggestion they are a covers band.
It was surprising to see Jimmy’s prodigy J.D. McPherson still plays lead guitar for him, since Jimmy,
on double bass in his own band, is a proficient guitarist himself, and J.D’s solo career is taking off
big-time. So, one heck of a combination, and with Jimmy such an easy and confident showman, we
were left wondering how J.D. would perform when it was his turn to front the band. Time would show
these concerns were completely unfounded.
The Domestic Bumblebees, following the demise of The Lazy Jumpers, must be Europe’s premier
R&B band, and I have heard them augmented by others so often, it comes as a surprise that there
are, in fact, only three of them.
The Swedes make a fantastic sound, choosing numbers principally from their first three CDs, but if
they played Rocket Room, not only the reason I got into them in the first place but also their regular
venue back home, then I must have missed it. Pity.
The omnipresent Si Cranstoun and his band were next up, just two weeks after I caught them at
Hemsby, and it was no surprise they played the same set, Si slick and energetic as ever. Dynamo
is a Europe-wide phenomenon and was warmly greeted, along with the Jackie Wilson and Nappy
Brown revivals that Si is increasingly making his own. His originals, particularly Lonesome Heart
Bandit and 1950s Pin Up Girl, fit seamlessly alongside the fifties covers.
Great voice, great audience rapport, great movement, even great suit, with great mainstream
success still only a major TV appearance away. Oh, and great fun and a great bloke. (The greats
are beginning to grate…Editor).
It is now nearly four a.m. on day two, and if I am to make that breakfast, time to hit the sack.
Friday’s evening events started with a riddle. The Starliters, from Milan, Italy, are playing to a
majority Spanish audience. Yet they make their announcements in English. In fact, all stage
announcements, even Spaniard to Spaniard, are in English, so I feel right at home. But why? All I
can say is: Thanks!
The Starliters are western swing into Rock’n’Roll, emphasising the latter with their opener, Al Terry’s
Watchdog. They look good with their western wear, and all tote Stetsons with credibility, and after
an act that covers everything from mambo to Hawaiian, you begin to wonder why we don’t see them
more often in the UK. Versatile, entertaining, well-rehearsed catch them when you can.
I had known since the mid-seventies that Tommy Hunt, renowned for his work on the northern soul
circuit, had been a member of premier doo-wop vocal group The Flamingos for more than four
years, because his erstwhile manager Bob Potter, of the Lakeside Club, Frimley, had told me so.
I had thought Tommy, who had a UK hit with Loving on the Losing Side, had left this era behind, but
at the age of 78 he is returning to his doo-wop roots.
Difficult to believe his age, though. Full head of dark hair, slim figure, smartly turned out, sprightly in
his movements, and with a beauty on his arm, Tommy could pass for thirty years younger.
The Flamingos are regarded by many as the top doo-wop harmony group of all time, appearing in
the films Rock Rock Rock and Go Johnny Go, touring with Elvis Presley, and only two survive –
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Tommy, and guitarist and writer of Lovers Never Say
Goodbye Terry Johnson, who has his own version of the
group in the States.
Big shoes to fill for The Velvet Candles, a Barcelonabased doo-wop group, introduced onstage by an enthusiastic Tommy Hunt as “the new Flamingos”.
They opened with the Flamingos’ cover of Gene and Eunice’s Kokomo, which they cut for Parrot
label in 1955, and the front of stage area was immediately packed, the audience aware they were
in the presence of the real deal.
Ballad hits like I’ll Be Home, memorably nicked from them by Pat Boone, Lovers Never Say
Goodbye, and I Only Have Eyes for You, saved for the encore, contrasted with hard rockers like
Crazy Crazy Crazy, and the hit Do You Want to Jump, Children and the Flamingos’ own
arrangement of the standard In the Still of the Night, which is not the Five Satins number.
Tommy was visibly moved by the warmth emanating from the audience, and the hours of rehearsal
paid off as Tommy and his new Flamingos fluffed neither intro nor outro, slickly moving through a
lengthy set.
One of the highlights was Ol’ Man River cut for Roulette in 1963 with Tommy displaying his vocal
dexterity by switching to a deep, deep bass that would have done credit to Paul Robeson for the
song’s conclusion.
This performance alone would have meant a night to remember, but there was more. Whirlwind,
one of the UK breakout bands in the seventies rockabilly revival, are back playing with two original
members, and to their credit dedicated A Thousand Stars to their late lead singer Nigel Dixon.
Watch out for them on the circuit soon.
The Del Moroccos are a sassy three piece girl group from Chicago fronted by Gabrielle Sutton, wife
of guitarist Jimmy, whose debut CD Blue Black Hair impressed on release, and who stunned me
with their sexy/aggressive style when I first caught them at the Rockin’ Fifties Fest in Green Bay,
Wisconsin.
They have lost none of their fire and attack, and they drew huge crowd response with their
maracas-shaking, hip swinging and tambourine bashing uptempo show. Stand out for me was their
unlikely revival of Chan Romero’s I Want Some More, although the title track from that 2008 CD ran
it close.
Britain’s Mouse Zinn, arguably the instigator of the popularity of Blues Boppers on the dance floor
thanks to his recording of Sure Like the Look In Your Eyes, found he had the best backing group
he’d had since Red Hot and Blue when he took to the stage with the Domestic Bumblebees to finish
the evening.
Saturday lunchtime saw what is described as a “Doowop Workshop” at a Pineda Hotel, and the
Velvet Candles led a multi-national audience in a SingAlongaDoowop session while Tommy Hunt
signed copies of his autobiography and chatted to fans.
Saturday night opened with an outfit billed as Benny and the Fly By Niters, but featured only
Benny himself, from Australia, with a fully rehearsed Spanish band, immediately dubbed by wags
as the Spanish Flies.
Versatile Ben Peters favours the laid-back bluesy vocal sounds of Roy Milton and Amos Milburn for
the most part, but can rock hard when he wants to – standout track for me was Hammerhead.
The Earth Angels are a Spanish doo-wop band already making a noise internationally, with a
talented falsetto lead vocalist in the well-connected Jordi Major.
Fans of Dion and the Belmonts particularly, with I Wonder Why, a singalong Teenager in Love (I
prefer “on drugs” when I’m singing along), they also ventured farther afield to what is the best live
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interpretation of Del Shannon’s Runaway that I have
heard this side of Mr Westover himself.
Smartly turned out, they have the harmonies precisely
right, but now need to work on running orders to tighten
up what could be a slick show. They opened and closed with a capella numbers that went down well.
The biggest name of the whole festival, in terms of record sales and continued popularity was
Italian-American Jack Scott, together with what is now his American touring band, featuring Chris
Casello, last seen as one of Johnny Powers’ Shufflers, on lead guitar.
Scott has a brooding, authoritative manner on stage and with his popped collar leather jacket and
shades, he would be the first punter the door staff checked for weapons when he came in.
Still in fine voice, and with a well drilled band able to replicate both vocally and instrumentally the
sound of all those fifties and early sixties hits, he ran through most of them, opening with Leroy, and
closing with Greaseball, same song, only the name changed to protect the innocent (thanks, Joe
Friday).
Midgie, The Way I Walk, Go Wild Little Sadie, Geraldine, I Never Felt Like This, and more, and then
Jack, untypically of most of his stature, invited the audience to call out requests.
He responded immediately for call for Goodbye Baby, played My True Love and included a little bit
of business that marks him apart from acts who only play their hits. Referring to his Italian heritage,
he went into a Latin number favoured by his Dad before switching to the country standard Mountain
Dew.
This is a crowd stopper, as Jack proves not only can he sing and play fine guitar, he can also yodel,
and was greeted with yelps of delight. He also nailed some numbers not normally associated with
him, among them Ubangi Stomp, The Fool and Elvis Presley’s King Creole high spot Trouble, with
a new verse.
The Wise Guyz who had to follow him, are unique as a Ukrainian rockabilly band, but despite a
valiant effort could only be an anti-climax as the audience anticipated the appearance of the
breakthrough Rock’n’Roll artist of 2011, J.D. McPherson.
A small figure in denim jacket and jeans, J.D. has a powerful, versatile voice, and a knack for writing
memorable songs, but he also has the stage presence to carry the star mantle thrust upon him.
He was ably supported by his producer Jimmy Sutton and his band, augmented by a strong brass
line-up, and played much of his debut CD Signs and Signifiers, with Country Boy and Fire Bug going
down particularly well.
J.D. has an interesting vocal style, sometimes rasping, sometimes smooth, depending on the
demands of the song, and little bits of stagecraft involving reversing his mic into the audience for
singalong choruses endeared him to all.
There were a couple of surprises, both involving the late Bo Diddley. A Mona-style intro turned into
something else, and there was a lengthy quote from Bo’s a Gunslinger, a number I only once heard
the man himself play during a four hour set at Tipitinas in the seventies.
Then there was his workout on James Brown’s I Go Crazy, which worked better than it sounded on
paper.
Oddly, and like Tommy Hunt on the night preceding, he saved the number everyone had come to
hear, for the encore. Tommy with I Only Have Eyes for You, and for J.D. it was North Side Girl, a
dance floor Rock’n’Roll hit all over Europe. It went down famously, and showed that J.D. deserved
his success. Catch him at the Rhythm Riot.
Sunday night opened with the ever reliable Laura B. and the Moonlighters, who have revamped
their set since I last saw them a couple of years ago. Numbers by Big Maybelle, Etta James and
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Ruth Brown fit Laura like the gloves she seems to have
ceased wearing, but more obvious pop-oriented material
like Why Do Fools Fall in Love have been dumped in
favour of more hard-hitting Rock’n’Roll and R&B
offerings. Whole Lotta Shaking and As Long As I’m
Moving were stand-outs for me, along with Good Rocking Daddy. I hear tell they are recruiting a new
guitarist to take them farther away from swing into Rock’n’Roll, so good luck to them.
The B Stars, a five piece country inflected outfit from San Francisco, provided a complete contrast
with pleasant lightweight vocals, and a stand-out track Walking Home Alone.
Then it was the turn of New Mexico’s George Tomsco, lead guitarist with top instrumental group
The Fireballs, who gave us Foot Patter, Torquay and Bulldog in a well-rehearsed set which gave the
audience Quite A Party. Backed by The Vibrants they covered not only the surfside of the band but
also, with complete justification, Buddy Holly faves like Brown Eyed Handsome Man.
It was The Fireballs who provided the backings for the acoustic apartment recordings Holly left
behind after his sad demise, thus lengthening Holly’s chart run.
Not a bad vocalist, Tomsco proved himself a lively performer despite his years, Shadow walking with
the Vibrants and bouncing around the stage.
It was left to Cherry Casino and the Gamblers, and then Running Wild to bring down the curtain
on the night’s events.
Of course, we have not mentioned the classic cars, the bands at lunchtime get-togethers, the jam
sessions, all the great DJs, nor the magnificent Spanish/Cuban food we found in a wonderful
restaurant, so you’ll have to go yourself next year to find all about them.
After all, it seldom rains in Spain in June. And the weather did little to dampen the fun.
John Howard

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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THAT TAKES THE BISCUIT

Rhymin’ Gerry
Champion’s
Poetry Page

Way back in my childhood days
As seen now in a misty haze
To satisfy my lust
A biscuit was a must
Whether it plain or chocolate be
It filled my taste buds with much glee
When waiting outside the pub
Given arrowroot lovely grub
Sometimes as an extra special treat
Mum with packed broken biscuits did me greet
Given a chance I would have scoffed the lot
But I was warned my teeth would rot
Biscuits dunked in tea
Was my favourite recipe
A strawberry wafer cream
Along with lemon puff a perfect team
What really cut the mustard
Was a plate of biscuits soaked in custard

Gerry © Paul Harris

Now alas with gout I wonder dare I risk it
Now that would really take the biscuit

AS COLD AS CHARITY
There's nowt as cold as charity
Was the cry in Dickens’ time
There's nowt as cold as charity
Stated the poor in muck and grime

© Gerry Champion a.k.a. Rockin’ Gerry
EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY
In yourself is the truth
And that, friend's, no lie
And we have to be born
Just so we can die

Getting drunk in dim lit dens
Was all they could afford
In tattered rags made of odds and ends
While the rich looked on appalled
Work houses then beckoned to slave in night and day
A roof was all they offered with very little pay
Children lost their childhood while begging for to live
Adults did the best they could giving all that they could give
Religion ruled and what it said
To all those that would listen
They'd be rewarded when they were dead
Dwell in a place where love would glisten
Meantime all they had was hope
While the rich had all the gold
Through hard up times they tried to cope
To them all charity was cold

In between is a lifetime of good times and bad
And it has to be said there's a lot to be had
There's people who make it
End up mega rich
There's others that fold up
To them life's a bitch
We've one innings only
To show off our worth
There's nothing to stop us
There's no power on Earth

This is to prove, I hope, in clarity
That indeed there's nowt as cold as charity

Remember this and you will succeed
Life will supply your every need
So wake up right now
And don't be a noddy
And never forget
Everybody's somebody

© Gerry Champion a.k.a. Rockin’ Gerry

© Gerry Champion a.k.a. Rockin’ Gerry
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From paper to electronic in 10 years & 60 editions
The celebration of editor Keith Woods and the Woodies 60th
edition of the ‘Tales From The Woods’ magazine party; those
present enjoying and talking about the many nights of
Rock’n’Roll, meals and trips out with this group of fifties ‘roots’
rock friends. They came from all over and many made it to the
‘Miller Pub’ near London Bridge, in spite of there being a major
power cut on the tubes, leaving only two lines running; and this
was just as England finished playing at Wembley. So, to say
the two lines were crowded would be a major understatement!
Conversations ranged from the gigs they had been to both here
and abroad, recording artistes of the past, to Sun records and individual collections that many of
them had amassed over the past years.
Kate Garner did make it and entertained us with her stride piano playing and her amazing voice that
ranged from sounding like Marilyn Monroe to Billy Holliday with songs
from ‘Georgia’ to vintage songs from wartime London. Kate also
played, to much applause, her own compositions of ‘Fading Away’ and
‘Berzerker’, both of which could end up as
classics of our time.
As one of the Woodies said, “A London pub, in
the city of London, that sounded like a London
pub of times past”. Kate being the daughter of
Chas Hodges, of Chas and Dave fame, how
could that sound not resonate with all those
Woodies present?
Words and pictures © Tony Annis - 17 June 2011

Booking The Big Beat Since Johnny Burnette Was In The Charts
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris to The
Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Johnny Preston, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray
Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Chas Hodges Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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In the GARAGE
Gaslight has been recalling a few of the brand names likely to have been encountered in or around a
normal 50's British house / garage.
Of course there are many more and some still around today 50 years on, but it's just a few names that
you may recall with fondness.
Dairy Box, Ewbank, Formica, Practical Householder, Kia-Ora
Suncrush, Trex, Cadbury's Bournvita, Delrosa, Whiteway's
Cydrax, Walls Gaytime Choc Ice, Fry's Tiffin, Spangles,
Prestcold, Tupperware, Libby's Milk, Brown & Polson's
Blancmange, Welgar Shredded Wheat, Lyons Maid Family
Brick, Spangles, Picnic, Murray Mints, Wagon Wheels,
Carson's Orchard Creams, Bassett's Jelly Babies, Aero, Black
Magic, Brasso, Eno Fruit Salts, Ibcol, Izal, Drift, Glee, Spel,
Handy Andy, Bluebell Metal Polish, Drene, Lux, Quix, Rinso,
Cidal Soap, Acme, Hoover, Carnation, Rolo, Weetabix, Sun-Pat, Kleen-e-ze,
Lucozade, Potter's Catarrh Pastilles, Haliborange, S.R., Bristow's, Camay,
Lifebuoy, Gibbs, Gleem, Pepsodent, Brylcreem, Nivea, Cussons, Terylene, Tuf, True-Form,
Mackintosh's Quality Street, Girls' Crystal, Girl, Picture Post, John Bull,
Illustrated, Capstan, Weights, Woodbines, Senior
Service, A.1, Old Holborn, Brocks, Astra, Standard,
Lion, Wells, Famous Five, Biggles, Comet, Wizard,
Champion, Radio Fun, Beano, Eagle, Hotspur, Dandy,
Junior Express, Junior Mirror, Beezer, Topper, Hornby
Dublo, Brimtoy, Bayko Building Set, Meccano, Airfix,
Balsa Wood, Ludo, Chinese Chequers, I- Spy Books,
Tiddly Winks, Jetex, Subbuteo, Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox,
Models of Yesteryear, Mr. Potato Head, Cluedo,
EckoVision, Sobell, Pye, Dansette, HMV, Cossor, Bush,
Raleigh, Royal Enfield Coloured Bicycles, Sunbeam,
Triang Trike, Scott's Porage Oats, G-Plan, Janet & John, New World
Cookers, Flavel, Frigidaire, Tizer, Babycham, Puffed Wheat,
Smedley's Fish Fingers, Bassett's Liquorice Allsorts, Harris Tweed
Jackets, Cubs, Scouts, Lifeboys, Boys Brigade, Brownies, Girl
Guides, Embassy, Pye, Decca, RCA, Coral, Columbia, Brunswick,
London, Parlophone, Philips, Capitol, Pye Nixa, Mercury, Top Rank,
Polygon, MGM, Vogue Coral, Vogue, Oriole, Nixa, HMV Pop, Claude
Butler, Vauxhall Cresta, Triumph TR3, Wolseley
4/44, Sunbeam Rapier, Singer Hunter, Rover 75,
Riley Pathfinder, Renault Dauphine Mini Cabs,
Morris Minor Traveller,
M.G.A, Jaguar XK140,
Humber Super Snipe,
Ford Zodiac, Ford Anglia
100E, Citroen DS19,
Austin-Healey
100,
Austin Somerset, Austin
A105
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Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)

Watch out Keith - they’ve got
Bin Laden - you and I are next.

Hey Mae – Rusty and Doug Kershaw
Same ole slop shack of Nash & Ville - Hey mae c’mon out
let’s play, hey mae-be today is a guid day to play.
Man, I love that Rusty and Doug rockin’ rockabilly boy. Great
souped up bass guitar in constant contrast riff and run-offs against high velocity
lead. No, I’m not even a fan of guitars like most people. I’m a piano boogie
woogie fan 100%. Of the saxes I love New Orleans type Lee Allen sax. Also I like
plaintive alto sax like some Chuck Willis discs I have.
The guitar I like is very little; just Carl Perkins, Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley and
those on Sun too – I don’t care for Gene Vincent’s tinny – thin on rhythmicness – guitar; too piercing – ugh!
Nor do I like the high pitched BB King or any of his influenced artists even if Jerry Lee Lewis loves that too
high, too unrhythmic, too piercing metallic (unnatural for my ear) type stuff. I like acoustic or semi acoustic
guitar like Carl’s Gibson bop bop best, like Bill Haley plays rhythmic and nice to be easy with never
high/whining.
So I like Mississippi John Hurt, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Joe Hill Louis, Leadbelly, Jesse Fuller etc etc much,
much more. I don’t like that twanger Duane Eddy and I don’t like drums like Sandy Nelson, all studio
concocted, not soft and natural.
It is worth mentioning that Dan’l got the wrong end Dominique Anglares is a pal of mine and he is the best
of the stick with Tony Papard’s recent articles about in Europe I know these days, definitely France, along
protest songs that were signed off with the epithet with Piano Pierre Pennone, my ever so good friends
“protest-ant”, meant to imply someone who protests,
and not to be taken in the religious context.
Yours in Rock’n’Roll
Apologies for any offence caused to any faith - H
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You know you're past your sell-by date if:
The initials 'PC/pc' conjure up the image of those nice men in funny helmets
who used to walk the streets who you could walk up to for directions or to ask
the time
More of your friends and relatives your age or older have now passed on than
are still alive
You remember the Iron Curtain
You remember when Prime Ministers looked old enough to
know what they were doing, even if they didn't
You have no idea what a 'party bag' is or think it's a woman
who loves parties
You remember collecting 'pennies for the Guy' and completely
ignoring Halloween
You know how many pennies were in a shilling and how many
shillings in a pound
You need subtitles to understand people under 40 on TV
You find many words used by the younger generation have quite different meanings from the ones you're
used to

Or if you remember:
When 'fit' was used to describe well-built, healthy people, not weedy-looking individuals who you fancied
When PC didn't mean a computer in your home; they were things that filled a whole room operated by
boffins in white coats
When pc didn't mean that jokes about mothers-in-law or anything remotely amusing were offensive, and
that TV sitcoms were not allowed to be funny
When people in their 40s looked old instead of quite young
When people were proud of being working-class
When working-class people wouldn't dream of owning their own home and nearly everyone you knew
rented from a landlord or had a council flat/house
When the Labour Party sung and waved the Red Flag and talked about defending the working-classes, not
the middle-classes
When there was a strong trade union movement which could fight and win better wages and working
conditions
When the railways were a coordinated network and ran cheap day excursions called Merry Makers
When bus drivers were actually trained to drive carefully and stopped at compulsory bus stops without
bells/buzzers/hand signals
When buggies/wheelchairs could not be carried on buses unless folded up
When conductors were not just in orchestras but on buses, trolleybuses and trams
When you didn't know off by heart the words to songs like 'Down At The Old Bull & Bush' and 'You Are My
Honey Honeysuckle'
When TV only had a few channels and programs were actually interesting, not just watching boring people
stuck in a house, in the jungle or on an island
When people walking along the street talking to themselves were candidates for men in white coats to lock
up, not idiots talking on mobile phones
When people waited till they were home or used a call box to ring friends and relatives
When sausages were big fat things sizzling in the pan and ready to burst, advertised by the actor who
played Friar Tuck in TV's 'The Adventures of Robin Hood'
When all TV adverts were about things you understood and could buy in shops such as detergent,
toothpaste, etc.
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When the only 'comparison' guide to quality or value for money was 'Which?' magazine, the British Kite
Mark or the Good Housekeeping Seal
When meerkats were things you saw in the zoo, not Russian animals on TV saying things like 'Simples!'
When most of your neighbour’s and schoolmates were white and you hardly ever saw a yashmak, a
mosque and to rap was to knock on a door
When 19.00 was only used abroad and in the Forces for 7pm
When distances in Britain were measured in inches/feet/yards/furlongs/miles not, inexplicably, in
millimetres/centimetres/metres and..... miles? (Not kilometres?)
When you didn't get perplexed looks from doctors, carpet salesmen, etc. when you gave your weight in
stones/pounds and measurements in imperial measures.
When shops gave prices for things in lbs (pounds) not kilos and you could buy a quarter of a lb of pear
drops served from a big jar
When Sainsbury's was a shop with two counters and nice people who patted up butter and cut cheese on a
board with a wire
When the Coop gave divi, other shops Green Shield stamps and you could also shop at the Home &
Colonial
When every High Street had a Department Store and a Woolworths (which literally sold nearly everything,
and some even served breakfasts/lunches)
When every locality had an Empire variety theatre
When big stores put your money in vacuum tubes which then returned with your change/receipt
When there were public toilets everywhere, which cost an old penny to use, and there were separate ones
for men and women
When swimming pools weren't a rarity but in every locality
When there were three main cinema chains: Odeon/Gaumont, ABC (Ritz), and independents like the Rex
and other 'fleapits'
When color TV was a thing only the Americans had
When you were invited to more parties, weddings and christenings than funerals
When bars and nightclubs were smoky places and kids could be sent out to buy ciggies for their parents
When you could buy 8 aniseed balls for one old penny and sweetshops also sold Jamboree bags and
sweet cigarettes
When Prime Ministers said 'You've never had it so good' rather than 'tighten your belts'.
When being given credit meant being given compliments, a monitors' or prefects' badge at school, not
getting into even more debt
When Middlesex was a real county and Bromley really was in Kent
When Bournemouth and the Isle of Wight were in Hampshire
When Yorkshire was one county divided into Ridings
When hardly anybody in your street owned a car
When newspapers cost a few pence and page 3 was just the third page of news
When men couldn't 'marry' men and women 'marry' women
When annual holidays meant Margate rather than places abroad
When summers were always hot and sunny

.... I could go on and on indefinitely. You get the picture. Not all the changes
were bad by any means, but still hard to get used to sometimes, even if
we do tend to look at the past thru rose-coloured glasses.
Final word from a person of a certain age (much older than
myself) who, when faced with a toilet charge of 20p or 30p (i.e.
4/- or 6/- in old money) rather than an old penny, remarked
loudly: 'I'd rather piss myself than pay that!'
Tony “Past It” Papard
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Louisiana Supergroup Lil' Band of Gold – June 14, 2011 – Shepherds Bush Empire
Louisiana swamp pop supergroup Lil' Band of Gold stormed
into London on June 14th with an all-action two hour show
at the Shepherds Bush Empire. And apparently we have Lily
Allen to thank for this rare treat, as they were in the UK to
perform at her wedding.
Kicking off the show was a documentary film called The
Promised Land - a Swamp Pop Journey, about the formation
of the Lafayette-based band, showing how local guitar hero
and singer CC Adcock persuaded veteran swamp pop
drummer and vocalist Warren Storm, Cajun accordionist
Steve Riley and songwriter and keyboard player David
Egan, along with sax men Dickie Landry and Pat Breaux and
steel guitarist Richard Comeaux, to join together to play gigs
around Louisiana. The film showed the sheer enjoyment that these guys - all of them well known in their own
musical fields - got out of the experience.
Without a break, the band began playing the moment the film ended and it was clear we were in for an
exciting evening. At first, the ultra loud guitar playing of CC Adcock, the straight ahead rock approach and
the slightly muffled vocals suggested that this might not live up to previous Lil' Band of Gold gigs that I've
seen in New Orleans and Lafayette. CC Adcock looks every inch the rock star, in a Russell Brand kind of
way, and I wondered if he had had maybe too much influence over the band's approach. But he loves
Louisiana music and this was a set that just got better and better.
Warren Storm set the tone with some genuine swamp pop, including Those Lonely Lonely Nights, and his
teenage enthusiasm belied his 74 years. And then Tommy McClain came on, complete with trademark Father
Christmas beard, and ran through some of his own swamp pop standards, including Before I Grow Too Old
(my personal motto), Baby Doll and Sweet Dreams.
By this time the whole band was on fire, with CC Adcock's blistering guitar work complementing Steve Riley's
accordion, David Egan's inspired keyboard playing, Warren Storm's manic drumming and the excellent sax
playing. There were storming performances of Seven Letters and Blue Monday by Warren Storm, hammering
away on his drums, the Bobby Charles number I Don't Want To Know, and sensational rocking versions of
Seven Nights of Rock and Lucille.
After nearly two hours of blistering Rock’n’Roll and swamp pop the band came back for an encore of
Promised Land, featuring Steve Riley's accordion, and a brilliant version of the swamp pop anthem Mathilda.
There was a decent sized crowd for this show, many of them young, no doubt reflecting Lily Allen's interest
in the band, but Lil' Band of Gold didn't compromise in their approach. When I saw them in New Orleans last
year at the House of Blues they had numerous guest stars performing with them, including Elvis Costello, Dr
John and Jon Cleary, (the time before was at the down home Crawfish Festival in Breaux Bridge), but they
didn't need any special guests this time. They brought the house down all by themselves.

Larry Garner Live – May 15, 2011– Half Moon, Putney
Back in the early 90s Louisiana bluesman Larry Garner was a real force on the blues scene. I saw him at the
100 Club in 1993 and again in 1996 and at the New Orleans Jazzfest. So it was good to see him again last
night playing with the Norman Beaker Band at the Half Moon in Putney. He made his name at Tabby's Blues
Box in Baton Rouge during the 80s. After two successful albums on JSP - Double Dues and Too Blues - he
recorded several more albums before rather fading from the scene and apparently suffered a serious illness,
before recording an album called Here Today Gone Tomorrow in 2008. Since then he has toured extensively
with the Norman Beaker Band but this was his first appearance in London since the 90s.
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Larry remains a great guitarist and vocalist with a good line in humour between numbers. Maybe he spent a
little too much time in a fairly short set talking rather than singing and veered away from the blues on a couple
of occasions with a touch of funk and even a bit of rap. But the band gave him excellent support and his power
on numbers such as Cold Chill, Keep on Playing the Blues, Champagne and Reefer and a final Hoochie
Coochie Man shows he is still a bluesman to be reckoned with.

The Never Ending Impressions – June 10, 2011 – The Barbican
In the early sixties, the sweetest soul sounds around came from Curtis
Mayfield and the Impressions. Later in the decade the Chicago-based group
pioneered social consciousness songs that championed Afro-American pride
and the civil rights movement. Curtis left in 1970 to pursue a solo career and
sadly died in 1999, nine years after he was paralysed when a stage lighting rig
fell on him at a gig.
The Impressions continue to perform and played the Barbican last night - their
first ever show in London - featuring two original members, Fred Cash and
Sam Gooden, and a relative newcomer in the form of Reggie Torian, who first joined in 1973. Backed by the
Curtom Orchestra, this was a tribute to Curtis Mayfield and all the numbers were associated with him. Their
harmonies were as sweet as ever and all three were absolutely on top form. Dressed in sombre grey suits
they harmonised beautifully and shared vocal leads equally.
Kicking off with Gypsy Woman, a song written by Mayfield and released in 1961, the great songs just kept
on coming, almost chronologically, with It's Alright, Talking About My Baby, I'm So Proud (with a line from
You Must Believe Me), Keep On Pushing, I've Been Trying and Woman's Got Soul. Moving through the
beautiful gospel sound of People Get Ready, the group ran through You've Been Cheating, Movin' On Up
and I Loved and I Lost. The last section of this truly excellent concert was devoted to the group's social
consciousness period, with This Is My Country and Choice of Colors, the blaxploitation movie song Superfly,
Mighty Mighty (Spade and Whitey) and the civil rights anthem Move On Up as an encore. Altogether a superb
concert by a superb, smooth and truly soulful group.

Eddie Floyd and Vaneese Thomas – June 2, 2011 – Half Moon, Putney
The Half Moon in Putney played host to one of the best nights of Memphis
soul seen in London for several years last night with a double bill by veteran
Stax star Eddie Floyd and Rufus Thomas's younger daughter, Vaneese
Thomas.
Now 73, Eddie's voice isn't what it once was, but he has such enthusiasm and
such a great back catalogue that it didn't really matter. Backed by a seven
piece band and three female backing singers, Eddie launched into Raise
Your Hand and followed up with a song he wrote for Wilson Pickett, 634-5789.
Next came the smooth I Never Found a Girl and the funky Big Bird, a song he
wrote while waiting at Heathrow Airport to attend Otis Redding's funeral after
his death in a plane crash. After the obligatory Dock of the Bay, Eddie finished
with his smash hit Knock On Wood. Excellent sixties soul from start to finish.
With no let up or interval, the real star of the show Vaneese Thomas quickly launched into Lovey Dovey, a
song once recorded by her sister Carla with Otis Redding, followed by the bluesy It's Killing Me. Moving on
to the great version of Sugar Pie DeSanto's Soulful Dress, Vaneese slowed things down with One Shining
Moment, which she wrote for Diana Ross. Vaneese has a new album of covers of songs made famous by
female soul and R&B singers and also an EP with some self-penned
numbers, including the excellent I Wanna Know, which sounded like a
throwback to the sixties. A beautiful rendition of James Carr's Dark End of
the Street came next, followed by a rousing version of Nutbush City Limits
and the deep soul of A Woman's Love, first recorded by Carla.
The set came to a rousing end with Bobby Blue Bland's Further Up The
Road, and she was joined on stage by Eddie and Earl Green. Returning for
an encore, Vaneese chose her dad's Breakdown, which was a fitting climax
to a really good show. I saw Vaneese at Porretta a couple of years ago and
wasn't particularly impressed, but her choice of material at the Half Moon
put this performance into a different class.
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Vaneese with Nick

Jackie Lynton - Sunday July 10, 2011 - Scratchers, The Three Lions, Farncombe, Surrey
Old British rockers never retire it seems: they keep on rocking until they
drop. One such is Jackie Lynton, who I went to see playing with his band at
a pub in deepest Surrey last night with John Spencely (lead guitarist of the
Tales From The Woods Houseband).
Jackie made a string of unsuccessful, and mostly middle of the road, singles
in the early sixties which were released on Piccadilly, Decca and Columbia,
including Over The Rainbow, All Of Me (his best - see here), Chuck Berry's
I'm Talking ‘Bout You and Teddy Bear's Picnic, and also sang with the
Savoy Brown band for 18 months in the early seventies. As a candidate for
Keith Woods' annual tribute to the legendary 2is coffee bar his credentials are hard to beat. He had a
residency there in his earliest days and his first manager was the 2is proprietor Toni Littlewood. He was also
one of the first British acts to play in Hamburg and one of the Larry Parnes stable of singers.
Jackie's band today is very much a pub rock outfit with two good guitarists and his voice is strong and
remarkably bluesy. I thought he was best on the Rock’n’Roll numbers such as Reelin' and Rockin', Nadine
and Keep a Knockin', but his material, mixed with some very blue jokes in between numbers, ranged from
blues to rock and an attempt at rockabilly. Now 71, it seems that Jackie is enjoying life as a rock and roller
as much as ever - and long may it last.

Sharon Jones/Charles Bradley - Wednesday, July 6, 2011 - The Barbican
If James Brown was the hardest working man in show business, then Sharon
Jones must be the hardest working woman. She shook, shimmied and
boogalooed her way across the stage at the Barbican last night in a high energy
show that was reminiscent of the sixties heyday of her inspiration, JB himself.
Backed by the excellent Dap-Kings and vocal duo the Dap-ettes, Sharon never
stopped moving and her retro soul/funk style was infectious. Her energy
demands a stand up crowd, which is exactly what most of the audience did,
although the venue is not suited to dancing (apart from half a dozen young ladies
who were invited on stage at one point), which is what Sharon Jones is all about.
I was very impressed when I first saw this 55 year old ball of fire in Lafayette,
Louisiana, last year and she did not disappoint this time.
Kicking off with the smooth If You Call, Sharon launched into a string of high
energy songs, many of them from her latest Daptone album (on vinyl as well as CD) I Learned The Hard Way,
including Give It Back, the Prince song Take Me With U, When I Come Home, Longer and Stronger and I'll
Still Be True. Midway through her act she moved into a frenetic series of sixties dances including the
boogaloo, the jerk and the funky chicken, which must have exhausted the audience, never mind Sharon
herself. She slowed things down with Mama Don't Like My Man, before tackling I'm Gonna Cry, Let Them
Knock, the Northern soul styled Tell Me, I Learned The Hard Way and the excellent 100 Days, 100 Nights.
After a short break she was persuaded by the enthusiastic crowd to return for an encore of It's A Man's World,
and took us through some of JB's dance steps.
Opening the show for Sharon was fellow Daptone artist, the very
soulful Charles Bradley, nicknamed the Screaming Eagle of Soul
because of his swooping arm movements. Charles is no newcomer,
having been through hard times for most of his 63 years, and his
impassioned and heartfelt singing is a true throwback to the great
sixties soul men. His set included deep soul songs that allowed him to
show off his gritty voice to good effect, including Heartaches And Pain,
No Time For Dreaming,Lovin' You Baby, This World Is Going Up In
Flames, How Long, Golden Rule and the autobiographical Why Is It So
Hard (To Make It In America.) I would love to see him in a sweaty club
somewhere, rather than the staid surroundings of The Barbican,
because his is an act that really gets into your soul.
Altogether excellent stuff all round and proof that true soul, like Rock’n’Roll, will never die.
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Bobby Womack - June 20th, 2011 - Jazz Cafe
Bobby Womack, who started a four night run at a packed Jazz Cafe last night, has been around since the
very beginning of soul music in the early sixties. Discovered by Sam Cooke while part of the Womack
Brothers gospel group, he and his brothers recorded successfully as the Valentinos for Sam's SAR label. He
controversially married Sam's widow Barbara shortly after Sam's death and embarked on a solo career which
was to lead to a string of best selling albums including Communication, Understanding, The Poet and The
Poet II. Another later album was entitled The Last Soul Man which, with other contenders falling all the time,
could prove to be prophetic.
Now 67, Bobby looked frail however and said that he had recently had an operation which affected his
balance, but his voice was as strong as ever. Dressed all in white, in contrast to the black clothing of the band,
he kicked off with Stylo, a recent collaboration with the Gorillaz, and then moved into more familiar, and to
my ears, much better material with the rolling rhythms of Across 110th Street, Nobody Wants You When
You're Down and Out and Harry Hippie.
Backed by his full American band, cramped onto the tiny Jazz Cafe stage, along with singer Altrina Grayson,
Bobby continued a solid set with later songs including Daylight, the 80s hit I Wish He Didn't Trust Me So
Much, That's The Way I Feel About Cha, Woman's Gotta Have It and Stop On By, before going back to his
roots with Sam's A Change Is Gonna Come and the Valentinos' Lookin' For A Love. Moving smoothly through
If You Think You're Lonely Now, he slowed things down with the Soul Stirrers’ gospel song Jesus Be A Fence
Around Me, before finishing off with the great I Can Understand It, I'm Through and, as an encore, his 1968
version of Fly Me To The Moon.
Altogether this was a satisfying show if lacking in the sort of deep soul feeling of previous Bobby Womack
concerts. But it's always a thrill to see a great soul singer in the flesh, and Bobby is certainly one of the greats.

B.B.K IN G
I had a memorable evening on 28 June seeing the
legendary BB King at the Royal Albert Hall, who
was booked to appear as part of Blues Fest
London 2011. After a joyous warm-up act (Avery
Sunshine from Atlanta, GA dishing up a healthy
dollop of Southern soul), the great man appeared
on stage at about 8.35pm to rapturous applause.

Settling into a chair centre stage, he commenced
to introduce his eight-piece backing band, which
included his nephew Raleigh King “wearing the
glasses Ray Charles left him”. The names of some
backing musicians eluded BB King (he had particular trouble with the keyboard player), but the
audience were only too glad to indulge him and he lapped up the love in the room, asking for the
lights in the auditorium to be turned on, so that he could “see your beautiful faces”.
The set began with I Need You, followed by Big Bill Broonzy’s Key To The Highway, which allowed
the 85-year-old King of The Blues to show some sparkling guitar playing and strong vocals. There
would be some guests joining him later on, he revealed, but was wary of giving anything away, “in
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case y’all walk out on me”. The set continued with
Blind Lemon Jefferson’s See That My Grave Is
Kept Clean (One Kind Favour). Then it was time
for some guests to join BB on stage, in the form
of Derek Trucks and his blonde wife Susan
Tedeschi.
The three of them launched into Rock Me, but
sadly King was content to let his guests do most
of the guitar work and hardly made any vocal
input either, preferring to clown around and flirt
with/ogle at his pretty female guest. A long,
drawn-out version of You Are My Sunshine
followed, which seemed to be heading nowhere
and drifted so much it was starting to become
embarrassing. When the drummer got up to
whisper into King’s ear, apparently to suggest that he get on with it, the grand old man of the blues
shot back that he was “from Mississippi and I’ve got a flick-knife in my back pocket”. Although he
immediately lightened the moment by singing a snippet from Jimmy Reed’s Big Boss Man (“You ain’t
so big/You’re just tall that’s all”), the show was clearly losing its way.
We were mercifully released from You Are My Sunshine by a strong ending, with Derek Trucks
trading some impressive licks with BB.
Just as I was beginning to despair that I may have left it too long to see this legendary performer,
some truly impressive special guests took to the stage to electrify proceedings. First up was Slash
of Guns n’ Roses, needing no introduction (and there was none) with his trademark top hat covering
his long dark wavy locks. He was swiftly followed by the beanpole figure of Ronnie Wood of the
Rolling Stones and Mick Hucknall of Simply Red.
From here on, the concert became essentially one big jam session. BB King shouted out “A Flat”
and all guests took turns to solo or sing on Sweet Sixteen. Particularly memorable were some mean
guitar turns from Slash and some surprisingly earthy and powerful vocals delivered by Mick
Hucknall.
King let his guests do most of the work, content to
have his guitar hang from his shoulders, beaming
from his chair in the middle of the stage as if
holding court. Ronnie Wood did a great guitar solo
on Rock Me, following Mick Hucknall’s powerful
delivery of the memorable lines, “I want you to
call, call me daddy/You don’t know how it makes
me feel”.
A strong performance of The Thrill Is Gone
followed, with King and Mick Hucknall taking turns
on the vocals. At one point, BB asked for Slash’s
hat and tried it on for size. This must have been
one of the few occasions when the Guns n’ Roses
guitarist has been seen without his trademark top
hat in public – or, come to think of it, BB King with Slash’s hat on his head!
Next King sang a poignant Guess Who? and the evening finished off with a raucous rendition of
When The Saints Go Marching In, with all of the assembled troupe joining in.
BB got a standing ovation from the Albert Hall. The surprise ‘special guests’ had saved the day and
everyone left feeling happy.
Kristof Fabry
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL CELLAR
Once more we enter the GROOVE YARD and dig out a few more gems
from yesteryear.
CLARENCE CARTER : What Was I Supposed To Do/I Couldn't Refuse Your
Love : US Future Stars 1012 (1977)
Late seventies would be probably his leanest period in music, but undaunted, he released, on his
own Future Stars label, what for me, was possibly his best ever release with this A side. 'What Was
I Supposed To Do' is a slow deep bluesy Latimore styled down beat number. Beginning with an
immaculate keyboard dominated rhythm, leads us slowly towards a very antagonized Clarence, as
he’s apologising to his babe. "I'm sorry if I embarrassed you, but tell me how far is a man supposed
to go. When another man tries to steal your woman, and even let it show".
"He pulled your hair, and rubbed on your face, and even had the nerve to ask the colour of your
lingerie".
"Being nice to other men I really don't mind, but I just couldn't stand to see him rub on your behind".
"You tell me what was I supposed to do". I can only imagine he kicked the living daylights out of the
perpetrator. As always CC is vocally on top form. B side is an outstanding Southern country floater.
WILLIE HOBBS : How Could My Baby Know/Mr Lovemaker : US Sound Stage 7 1513 (1974)
The A side is always welcome on my turn table. It's the man's wedding day. He leaves the church
with his new bride. They drive off in their car and get caught in a thunderstorm. The car crashes.
Willie survives but his woman is killed.
The day started well. "As we walked down the aisle, to say I do. As we knelt down to pray, I could
hear her whisper, darling I love you".
Crash, Bang, Wallop. No more Baby.
"Every night I ask the lord, oh lord why you wanna let her die" he moans.
"Here I am baby, lord the last time by your side, and I must go, all I can do is sit around, sit around,
yeah, sit around and cry, oh yeah".
The full string-laden backing makes this track less raw than the majority of Willie's output, but
nevertheless it is still a daunting slab of deep soul.
SHIRLEY BROWN : It Ain't No Fun/I Can’t Give You Up : US Truth 3223/UK Stax 2031 (1975)
This was Shirley's third release, and last, on the Stax subsidiary label Truth. The first being her
immaculate 'Woman to Woman' gem, followed by another corker, 'It's Worth A Whippin', which leads
us to her third release, 'It Ain't No Fun', which in my opinion is her best. The side starts off with a
pleasant little guitar riff, with our Shirl humming her way towards a slow burning soul number, which
opens into a fully orchestrated wailer, then slowing down once again. "How can you give love when
no love is there".
"They say, Shirley, did you really do that, did you really buy him all those cars, and the clothes, like
you said on the record?".."Yeah love'll make you do these things".
"But you see, it ain't no fun being in love all by yourself. Knowing all the time that the one you love
is loving somebody else. I'm standing here to tell you today, ladies that it ain't no fun".
A change of mood as she starts rapping, "Love over rules everything, it will make you do a lot of
things you thought you wouldn't do". Her vocals completely freak me out. A truly soulful experience.
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BEN E KING : We Got Love/I Had A Love : Atlantic 3308 (1975)
I haven't dusted off one of the great man's tunes in many a year. Criminal I know. So what better
way to make amends than by bringing this absolute soul gem to the record player.
It's the flip side we head straight for, 'I Had A Love', features Ben E in that splendid pleading style
that is so perfectly suited to the way he sings. It is really on the ballads that his voice shines through
and this deep deep Ashford & Simpson ballad is ideal meat for the man who rarely lets you down.
The female backing singers open proceedings, along with a flowing rhythm accompaniment, gently
harmonising the title, "I had a love", over and over, which sets the mood nicely before Ben drops his
harvest into the melting pot, "What a love, sweet love" he wails, before he gets down to the tale of
explaining why his love didn't work out. The girlfriend I guess wanted more than Ben was prepared
to give, for him to be ready, willing and able, when she called. But Ben's kind of happy with himself,
and getting on with his life. It all climaxes with, "They don't make ‘em like that anymore", as the track
fades out.
WILLIE CLAYTON : Running In & Out My Life/Love Pains : US Kirstee 22 (1985)
For me Willie is simply one of the most soulful singers ever, justifiably hailed as the king of Southern
soul. His popularity has been attained for many decades, south of the Mason-Dixon line, playing to
packed houses night after night, especially on the Chitlin circuit.
Willie excels on deep soul ballads, and these two early offerings
find our man in fantastic vocal form on these emotion twisters,
which are dynamic. The A side is a tastily handled ballad,
commencing with synth runs, soon joined by Willie complaining
how his lady frequently leaves her Willie for a Dick or Harry off
the streets. "You’re running in and out my life, whenever you
want to". "You said you found a new love today, said he makes
you feel good in every way"
Willie by now has had enough of her deception, with some real
wailing, he tells his girl in no uncertain terms how he feels, as he pours his anguished heart out. "But
you had better listen to me, hear what I've got to say, you see this man is fed up playing your love
sick child game". Emotion literally pouring out of every word as we move to the tantalising conclusion.
'Love Pains' is a beautiful laid back mid-tempo ballad, full of passion with some super soaring soul
singing from Willie, who this time is desperately missing his lady. Memorable tune with a real nice
backing, drums, bass, swirling guitar runs predominate while Willie's distinctive voice caresses the
lyrics, along with a lilting strong tune and hook makes this one of his most rewarding appearances
on plastic. A real Willie warmer.
Willie Clayton was listed to appear on Friday 7th October 1988 on a channel 4 programme titled,
'HALFWAY TO PARADISE'. Does anybody know of this or has a video recording?
soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
LOST SOUL
THE REVOLUTION WILL NOT BE TELEVISED
GIL SCOTT-HERON
Revolutionary Gil Scott-Heron, composer, keyboardist, author, poet and
the inventor of rap and hip-hop was born April 1st 1949 in Chicago, the
son of Jamaican pro soccer player, "The Black Arrow," who actually
played football for Glasgow Celtic Club in the fifties. Gil was raised by
his grandmother in Jackson, Tennessee, but as a teenager was brought
to New York by his mother to continue his studies. His first visit to the
world of literature was writing detective stories. Through the interest
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shown by one of his teachers, Gil was able to attend the prestigious Fieldston School, and explored
literary leanings, particularly absorbing modern black poetry. He eventually attended Pennsylvania's
Lincoln University where he first met collaborator to be Brian Jackson. At nineteen Scott-Heron's first
novel, The Vulture, was published, this being followed by a volume of rap verse, Small Talk At
125th And Lenox, and his second novel, The Nigger Factory.
Although his books were moderately successful, he turned to music to achieve a wider audience.
Along with Brian Jackson, he wrote and performed a pungent mix of jazz-based city funk, laced with
highly literate black consciousness lyrics.
Within the next few years they recorded a series of albums for Bob
Thiele's Flying Dutchman label, the aforementioned poems converted to
song, Small Talk At 125th And Lenox, Pieces Of A Man, his first work
of songs which included the fantastic rap poem, The Revolution Will
Not Be Televised, which was brought to a wider audiences on Labelle's
Pressure Cookin' album, and Free Will, a musical fusion of jazz, blues,
and soul.
His fourth set, Winter In America, was recorded for the Strata/East
label which had a better distribution service, although the album was still
only available in a few East Coast cities. Nevertheless, from this came
the hit The Bottle, which dealt with alcoholism. In fact most of his
material was about black frustration and fury, political corruption and
repression, his lyrics getting to the nub of a problem directly. From this period came the distinctly
bitter biographical, Home Is Where The Hatred Is, which is an uncompromising composition, Lady
Day and John Coltrane, a tribute to two of his musical idols, and his biggest hit, Angel Dust, which
is a protestation to drugs, with the first verse dealing in the sensation of being high, but the second
verse delivers the message, there is no turning back.
His major break came in 1974 with signing to Clive Davis Arista label, one of the first acts to be
brought to the new label. His Arista debut, The First Minute Of A New Day, brought this talented
team to wider audience, along with back-up aggregation, the Midnight Band. Second Arista album,
in 1975, From South Africa To South Carolina, included the stunningly prophetic international hit
Johannesburg. Arista continued to release his records at a frantic pace, until the mid eighties when
the label dropped him.
Drugs started to to take over his life . He continued to tour and perform, but only released one single
between 1984 and 2010. In 2001 he was imprisoned for possession of cocaine. Released in 2003,
he was back in jail once again between 2006 to 2007 for more drug offences. In 2010 he teamed up
with producer Richard Russell for the blues and spoken-work album, I'm New Here.
He had been battling a severe drug addiction, was HIV positive and suffered many other health
problems for years. He died on May 27 2011 in New York City. He was 62.
soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
SOUL ALIVE
The soul shone over London in June. First the legendary Impressions played a blinder at the
Barbican. The audience was on its feet singing along to the Curtis Mayfield song book. A really
brilliant throw back to the sixties evening.
Later in the month at the Jazz Cafe, the soul messenger, Bobby Womack, our supreme leader,
was, well is there any greater soul than Bob?
See Nick Cobban's show report elsewhere in the mag.
soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
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BRITAIN'S FIRST R&B CHART
To reflect the growing interest in, and sales of, American Soul and Rhythm and Blues material in the
UK, weekly music paper Record Mirror, who had always supported R&B, as real music was called
then, began to compile a chart specifically devoted to R&B forty fives. These were compiled from
shops around the county which specialised in the genre, like Record Corner (Balham, London),
Black Wax (Streatham, London) and Contempo, (Central London).
Incidentally the majority of the shops can be found in the lyrics of 'I Thank You' on the Vasko label
by Grenadian Ray Williams, who was simply thanking all the record shops, seriously, that flogged
his previous couple of forty fives, of which 'It's Been A Long Time', is a scolding deepie.
A few issues back, the Soul Kitchen reproduced the Record Mirror's summary of the best selling
forty fives for 1965. Anyway I have just located the historic first chart as published in the Record
Mirror on July 3 1965.
These glory music days only bring the mind to another time and place.
Four Tops - I Can't Help Myself (Tamla Motown)
Sir Douglas Quintet - She's About A Mover ( London)
Donnie Elbert - A Little Piece Of Leather (Sue)
*Solomon Burke - Maggie's Farm (Atlantic)
Sam the Sham &The Pharaohs - Wooly Bully (MGM)
Otis Redding - Mr Pitiful (Atlantic)
*Anglos - Incense (Fontana)
Esther Philips - And I Love Him (Atlantic)
Solomon Burke - Peepin' (Atlantic)
*Gene Chandler - Nothing Can Stop Me (Stateside)
Junior Walker & The All-Stars - Shotgun (Tamla Motown)
Elmore James - Dust My Blues (Sue)
*Alvin Robinson - Down Home Girl (Red Bird)
*Impressions - Woman's Got Soul (HMV Pop)
Larry Williams - Turn On Your Lovelight (Sue)
Otis Redding - Pain In My Heart (London)
Cannibal & the Headhunters - Land Of 1000 Dances (Stateside)
Chuck Jackson & Maxine Brown - Something You Got ( Pye Int)
Charlie & Inez Foxx - My Momma Told Me (London)
Screaming Jay Hawkins - I Hear Voices (Sue)
*Soulboy’s can’t live without five.

Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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Day 1:
A first timer to Americana and an opportunity to engulf myself in
all things American and a search for that elusive ‘57 Chevy
Belair in pale blue with white leather trim.
On arrival, eagerly accosted by an over friendly, over 55,
wielding programmes, a quick purchase was made, thoughts
gathered and headed for Stage 3 to see The Fret Tones and
Jack Rabbit Slim. Sadly, the hangar resembled more of a ghost
town than a thriving metropolis of Rock’n’Roll. The only thing missing was a Sergio Leone music
score and tumble weed!
Upon being reliably informed by a more than bored security guard that other than part PA and a
drum kit, “There is no word of any bands performing in this ‘ere part of town.” If he had endeth the
sentence with ‘me duck’ then I would have felt more at home [as I hail from the Midlands].
Time on my hands, left me no option than to familiarise myself with the Newark County Showground,
consume some fair fayre and make ready for the launch of Rocket 88 circa 1400 hours.
Rocket 88 were in my opinion like the Cliff Richard of 1950’s British Rock’n’Roll; acceptable and
mainstream but not a patch on other similar artists of the time. Acceptable for music in the park with
a glass of vino but not much to excite the soul and get those legs a shakin’ and feet a stompin’!
Next to the stage were The Muskrats but not to be confused with the original Muskrats of the early
‘60s but a ‘90s outfit pumping out Elvis and Eddie Cochran influenced rockabilly. Rhythm is certainly
going to get ya and this was evident from the rain dodging jivers, boppers and strollers as The
Muskrats led us through an hour of original songs and their versions of the old, the ‘Muskrat Walk’
being the out and out winner for the set.
Next to adorn the stage were The Slingshots, a much improved group since their early days in the
mid ‘80s and, as their predecessors, combined the old with the new to provide a great hour of
rockabilly.
The Hicksville Bombers arrived with the classic 3 piece outfit with a truly pumping bass player
slapping his way through an hour of classic rockabilly and some re-hashing of ’80s rock songs to a
rockabilly beat. Welcomed by some and yet for the traditionalists, the start of a campaign to keep
genres pure. What next.......’Grandad’ by The Winifred’s School Choir modernised to some heavy
bass drums; slapping double bass and twangy lead by Brian Setzer?
The festival spirit was a sight to behold as not even the torrential rain; lightning or hailstones could
hinder the passion and love from the bands and the crowd.
Sadly, this being a Friday, the numbers were severely lacking due to work/family commitments and
sad for the artists playing during the day as at times, they would be pushed to see a dozen people
beyond the stage. Even with the gods smiling and had there been sunshine, the numbers would
have struggled and not increased massively. An event for the weekenders only and more
specifically, the Saturday event goers.
19:30 hours and the long awaited arrival of Art Adams saw 100 people, all soaking wet, listening
to a disheartened artist bemoaning the fact that the airline had lost his baggage and hairspray. With
odd attire and wayward hair, this 71 year old performed as though he were back in 1955. Supported
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by the talented Jack Rabbit Slim, Art Adams is deserving of his place in the Rockabilly Hall of Fame;
let us just hope that for many years to come he is able to return to these shores and rock like a crazy
baby!
Day 2:
And they came in their 100s!
The showground was awash with revellers and praise be, the sun was shining and despite rain
being forecast, everything was crossed for a dry day and no repeat illusion of having seen the
animals coming in 2 by 2!
Back to Stage 2 and another cancellation [rumour had it, someone from the missing band had died
in a plane crash but this was probably more to do with Rock’n’Roll fever and the ever present Buddy
Holly being played in the background].
Having deserted the Showground post Art Adams on day 1 in search of drier and warmer climes, I
was pleasantly surprised to see that the stand in was courtesy of Si Cranstoun giving a repeat
performance. I had heard the rumours, hype and marketing wheels turning for a couple of years
concerning this guy and as an avid Jackie Wilson fan [‘Higher and Higher’ being my wedding song],
was eager as a beaver to see his show. I was taken by his showmanship ability and despite some
dodgy dance moves, thought his renditions of the greats were faithful and did them more than
justice. Even his original tracks were of good quality [albeit sounding much the same by the end of
the set] and the faithful followers bopped their way through his entire performance and the crowds
enjoyed an act for the future.
Thoroughly enlivened by an excellent start to the second day, sun upon my pate and chair slung
over my shoulder, I migrated to the Main Stage in readiness for Mary Jean Lewis [Jerry Lee’s
niece] and sat happily in the sunshine listening to some poor performances by The Peppermint
Apes [should have realised with a name like that] and Tracey K Houston, an ex-truck driver from
Nashville who would be best advised to return to her former trade.
Ms Lewis was yet another solid performer from the Lewis stable and guided through her country
repertoire with only a slight [but welcomed] detour to the other side of the tracks. All in all, an
enjoyable performance and an obvious student of the great Jerry Lee as she tickled those ivories
with obvious talent and ease.
By this time in the afternoon, an epiphany was had as the realisation that the Main Stage, minus
dance floor, was a place for the occasional foot tapping, deckchair resident country fans and not the
Rock’n’Roll loving, hip swivelling boppers that revel in predominantly Rock’n’Roll and rockabilly.
Narvel Felts... rockabilly? Nope, Narvel Felts... ’70s country singer, so with lonely teardrops a
return to Stage 2 post haste for a much needed tonic and some good ol’ Rock’n’Roll to sooth the
soul.
Another ‘no show’ and The Hicksville Bombers were doing their second set. Watching 100
girls/women doing the stroll is truly a sight to behold!
Mike & The Rhythm Stars sailed through their hour effortlessly and each
member was talented and accomplished.
Finally, the moment that was for many, the highlight of Americana and the
arrival on stage of the ‘50s legend that is Johnny Powers. Backed or
fronted [your choice] by Chris Casello who is one of the strangest looking
but most stupendous lead guitarists to be seen for many a year, the hour
was a true delight as they rocked through classics such as ‘Long Blonde
Hair’ and ‘Rock Rock.’ Unfortunately, many chose to hang up their blue
suede shoes and take to their deckchairs to enjoy the Elvis impersonation.
Elvis aside, a great show and again, someone to see should he return to
these shores.
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My Day 2 pass expired, a return to normality beckoned. After considerable deliberation, the
following conclusion was reached. The music is the mainstay of the event and should be invested
in further as there is little else to stimulate the senses of the mass audience over the entire duration
of the event. Unless that is, you are into American Civil War fancy dress or need to buy some
‘campervanalia.’
The ’50s cars and Harleys were a brief distraction from the
music and sadly, the Wall of Death will have to wait another
year for my daredevil naked stunt riding!
The Jacksons are to be highly commended for their vision and
bringing this event to life over more than three decades and
into an established fixture on the festival circuit. Thoroughly
recommended for lovers of all things American and as a
newbie, I will be buying my tickets for next year ASAP.
[video footage of both Art Adams & Johnny Powers available]
Dick Taylor
‘Rock’n’Roll soothes the soul’

“I’ll Tell Your Mother” – Billy Brown
ISBN 978-1=4091-2094-0
Orion Publishing Group 2011
326 pages, R.R.P. £6.99

An episode of the pre-teen author growing up in South London just after the
war. If you lived within 20 minutes either side of London Bridge, played on
a bomb site, worked a Saturday at the local fruit and vegetable market and
got a clip round the ear from the local copper, this book is certainly for you.
I don’t know if Billy Brown was christened William, or if his parents were
familiar with Richmal Crompton, but coincidently both Billy/William Brown
had an elder brother named Bob/Robert. However, I doubt if there was a
trick that Richmal’s William could have taught Billy Jnr., and Billy was more
canny where cash was concerned.
Billy and his familiar perambulator were probably London’s first sighting of
the original “white van man”, the perfect stash and carry vehicle for a six
year old. Plundering the derelict houses for scrap timber, kindle, metal and
anything to make a bob or two, so no surprises he is in demand by the
totters and market tradesmen, as he supplies his friends with provisions and luxuries during the
ration book era.
“The austere 50s” was not a phrase Billy would have understood in his young kaleidoscope world,
and a spit on the hand before a handshake to wrap up a deal, was one of the first things he learned
in the world of business relations, and probably still does.
Not a pretentious book, you will not require a dictionary, and neither is it pinafore wrapped in
nostalgia. Everybody gained when Billy was around, and so will you. Neatly finishes when
Rock'n'Roll starts and innocence has slipped away. Keep handy on your way to the current Festival
of Britain 60th anniversary events.
Ken Major
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Defining that New Orleans sound has become
an important part of preserving a city that might
be lost especially after Katrina’s huge damage.
New Orleans is a unique focal point for the
mixing of cultures, musical styles, food and
languages. It can be said it is the starting point
for a universal brotherhood based on music,
freedom of creativity, and good times.
This universal language was, for me, the start
of the process that led me to a worldwide
collaboration with magazines and web sites.
The New Orleans sound is inclusive of the
spirit, vibration, and authenticity of its people
whether they be Spanish, Caribbean, French,
Cajun, Caddo Indians, Anglo American or
African American.
Lewi Werly Fairburn was born in the Charity
Hospital, New Orleans on November 27, 1924
although his family lived out on a farm across
Lake Ponchartrain, near Folsom, Louisiana. His father was a farmer and a wood cutter who bought
a guitar for his sons. An old black guy across the fields had taught the boys how to play what Werly
termed ‘blue’ guitar. His father passed away when Werly was thirteen. The oldest son Morris took
over the farm and that’s where Werly, who was the youngest son, worked until war broke out.
Werly went to New Orleans to work in Higgins shipyard. There was a lot of work to help in the war
effort and Hank Williams himself joined the Alabama Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Company in Mobile,
Alabama, from November 1942 to January 1944. By then Werly had married his first wife, Yvonne
Myers. He joined the Navy’s maintenance division in 1943 and was posted to Honolulu where he
spent the remainder of the war. After the war, having cut hair in the Navy, and using the GI Bill
facilities he went to Muller’s Barber School in New Orleans.
Werly began playing hillbilly music and a promo man for WJBW radio in New Orleans, came up in
1948 and got him known as The Singing Barber after making some broadcasts from the barber
shop. Later Werly had a daily show on WWEZ, still in New Orleans, and enrolled at the Grunewald
School of Music like Eddie Bo, Earl Palmer, Warren Battiste, Tommy Ridgley or Huey Piano Smith.
Located on 827 Camp Street (Lafayette Square District) the school was integrated. A first paper
about Werly, who lived at 4032 Prytania Street in New Orleans, was published in Country Song
Roundup in the October 1952 issue.
Not far from Werly’s home the Prytania Theatre was located at number 5339 which is now the oldest
operating theatre in New Orleans having been opened in 1915. In November 17, 1952 there was a
first session for Trumpet, a record label located in Jackson (Mississippi), done on Scott Radio
Service, Jackson. Nothing is known about the musicians or the songs cut that day and the
association with Trumpet was published in The Billboard issue dated January 10, 1953.
The next session for that label owned by Madam Lillian McMurry since April 1950 was set on
February 3, 1953 at ACA Studio located in Houston (Texas). Werly was backed by Jimmy Swan’s
band The Range Riders with R.B Mitchell (lead gtr), Charley Ward (steel gtr), Hilton Giger (bass)
and Clayton Parker (fiddle). Four self penned songs were cut on that day, two being issued on
Trumpet 195 “Campin’ With Marie” and “Let’s Live It Over” and two others “Baby, Call On Me” and
“I Feel Like Crying”, scheduled for release on Trumpet 196, but never issued. Those two recordings
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may have been sold outright to Capitol
records. Jimmy Swan for his part had already
cut two releases in April 1951 issued as
Trumpet 176 and 177, and will have two other
more, Trumpet 197 and 198, from that very
same February 3, 1953 session.
On its release, Werly got the tag of “The Delta
Balladeer” and brought us “Campin’ With
Marie” with some Cajun patois that sounded
really great and not far from Hank Williams’
“Jambalaya”. “Let’s Leave It Over” is a
standard country weeper. In the June 20, 1953
Billboard issue, Lillian McMurry put a very nice
advert for her set of Country releases by
Jimmy Swan, Werly Fairburn, Luke McDaniels
and Lucky Joe Almond. That regional label
started
with
Gospel
(St
Andrews
Gospelaires/Southern Sons Quartette) before
bringing in Hillbilly (Kay Kellum and his Dixie
Ramblers/The Hodges Brothers) and blues
(Sonny Boy Williamson/Willie Love/Elmo James).
The last release on “Trumpet” (233) was recorded on January 18, 1954 by Lucky Joe Almond and
his Hillbilly Rockers and the last session was on November 12, 1954 for Sonny Boy Williamson and
his Houserockers (228). From there Lillian McMurry worked on a new label named “Globe” until
1956 when she turned her back on the capricious world of the music business. Trumpet records was
an essential label in those early 50’s blending Hillbilly and Blues like Sam Phillips at Sun records. I
will give you for free the good advice to read “Trumpet Records – Diamonds on Farish Street” by
Marc W. Ryan (University Press of Mississippi).
In 1954, Ken Nelson who had already spotted Faron Young and Jimmy Lee (Fautheree), brought
Werly to Capitol. A first session was set on March 5, 1954 in New Orleans. Nelson tried a cover of
“Good Deal, Lucille”, originally cut by Al Terry for Hickory (1003), and three originals from Werly’s
pen. “Baby He’s A Wolf”, a very attractive boppin’ Hillbilly ditty, was issued back to back with “Good
Deal, Lucille” (Cap 2770) in April 1954 and “Love Spelled Backwards is Evol” with “Nothin’ But
Lovin’” (Cap 2844), another rhythm hillbilly in Hank Williams’ style, in June 1954.
“Good Deal Lucille” was also covered by Moon Mullican (King 1337) and Jimmy Logsdon (Decca
29075). Goodbye Lou, cherchez vous another man, Say ‘l’amour pour toujours’ if you can. For that
session, like the others done for Capitol, the only musicians known should have been Johnny
Bonvillain (steel gtr) and Joe Martin (bass). The band that included a fiddler and steel guitar player
was named “The Delta Boys”. About Joe Martin, I don’t know if it is the same dude featured on Coral
I Want To Be Blue/Milk Cow Blues (64116) and Your Love (Is a Pain in my Heart/It’s The Same Old
Thing” (64132) issued in 1952 but it may be him.
Werly was still working his regular daytime show on WWEZ and playing nights at the local joints. On
June 19, 1954, another session in New Orleans produced “Prison Cell of Love” (Cap 2963),”Spiteful
Heart” (Cap 31010) and two unissued sides “Won’t It Be Nice” and “A Little Bit Of Nothing”. “Prison
Cell of Love”, a superb song, was released on October 1954. The last session on September 1954
brings two bluesy songs “I Feel Like Cryin’” (Cap 2963) and “It Is A Cold Weary World” (Cap 3101)
issued in May 1955. In September 1954, Werly had a Fan Club started by Joyce Matson
(Shreveport) and the FC journal was named “Werly’s Corral”. I have never seen any stuff printed by
that Fan Club.
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Hi Gang,
Before I hand over to Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll for another
of his unsurpassable gig guides, essential reading for all fans
of roots music, Gaslight Bill has asked me to mention a snippet of information that will delight all fans
of vintage radio and music hall, particularly those who were children back in the fifties and tuned in
to a programme on the light programme called Educating Archie starring radio’s premier
ventriloquist Peter Brough and his 4 foot tall wooden dummy Archie Andrews.
Archie was born (carved? – H) in 1932 and came to the stage with Brough in 1946 making the now
legendary series of wireless shows that ran from 1950 to 1958, which featured many comedians,
entertainers, comedy actors etc. who would, as the fifties progressed, become household names
including Beryl Reid, Frankie Howerd, Tony Hancock, Julie Andrews, and Max Bygraves to name
but a few.
Peter Brough died in 1999, and Archie was sold to Colin Burnett-Dick who gave £34,000 for this
piece of British entertainment history. Since 2005 Archie has been living in quiet retirement in
France… until now that is, as Archie is back in England and treading the boards again in the suitably
time locked fifties seaside town of Cromer at its famous pier theatre.
The show that commenced its run on 2nd July is built around the radio show. The ventriloquist who
has brought all this back to life is Steve Hewlett who is certainly deserving of all the support that can
be offered for bringing this institution of the British radio and music hall to new generations.
The box office of Cromer Pier Theatre is 01263 512495, tickets are priced at £10 and £18.
If you need more information please call on Gaslight
Bill whom I wish to thank for all the additional
information provided.
Whilst on the subject of seaside piers, at the time of
writing one of this country’s most renowned and
iconic piers is up for sale. I refer to Brighton Pier. Just
think folks, what wonderful shows Tales From The
Woods could put on at its historical theatre. Sadly not
enough coppers in the TFTW piggy bank for such a
venture. However, if any Woodie would like to make
an investment and needs an experienced promoter
for shows of a roots music kind, I’ll be sitting by the
phone.
Have a great remainder of the summer; see you in Issue 63 gang.
Social dates for the diary
19th August. The Thursday club moves to a Friday for a visit to Hatfield House, incorporating the
Hatfield Country Show. Full details to be advised.
26th August. Gang meet up. Venues to be advised.
30th September. Gang meet up. Venues to be advised.
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Forthcoming TFTW gigs
Sunday 16th October 2011
Anglo-American Rock'n'Roll Heritage Show, Empire Theatre, Halstead, Essex
Rock'n'Roll legend from Philadelphia

Charlie Gracie
One of England's Rock'n'Roll pioneers

Russ Sainty
Leader of The Avengers and Cliff and the Cavaliers

Cliff Edmunds
With THE TALES FROM THE WOODS HOUSEBAND
& MC Rockin' Gerry
It all kicks off at 7.30pm
Tickets £15 from the theatre box office - www.empire-theatre.co.uk

Sunday 29th January 2012
2is 6: Another evening of British Rock'n'Roll at the Borderline featuring
Artists so far confirmed

Dave Sampson -- Cliff Edmunds
Tales From The Woods Houseband featuring Alex Bland on sax
We hope to have all artists confirmed by the end of August
Please check the website for updates

Sunday 25th March 2012
ANOTHER GREAT 'TALES FROM THE WOODS' BRITISH ROCK'N'ROLL HERITAGE SHOW
has been confirmed at the Empire Theatre, Halstead, Essex
featuring

GRAHAM FENTON
PETER WYNNE
DANNY RIVERS
JOHN LONGO
THE TALES FROM THE WOODS HOUSEBAND
MC SHAKY LEE WILKINSON
Bunter sends his apologies for his absence
from this issue but, due to pressure of
work (that’d be the drumming then) he
hasn’t had time to press finger to
keyboard. He promises to be back bigger
and better next issue though.
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

August 2011
11
Thursday
Jason Ringenberg
Solo acoustic he’s much better than when he’s cowpunk scorching, say I.
Green Note, Camden £8
16
Tuesday
Allen Toussaint
New Orleans’ finest songwriter graces London stage.
Jazz Cafe
£20
25
Thursday
Graham Fenton & The Bipolar Bears
Matchbox man strikes up band of Woodies for musical flames.
The West Lodge, 67 Corbets Tey Road, Upminster, Essex RM14 2AJ

£8

27
Saturday
Sister Sledge + Guests
Joining the lovely ladies for a night of 70s/80s soul are Gwen Dickey and Kenny Thomas.
Forum
£25 - £75
29
Monday
Mud Morganfield
No need to bother with outdoor festivals to wallow in Bank Holiday Mud.
Blues Kitchen, 111-113 Camden High Street, NW1 7JN
6.00 – 12.00
£3.50 after 9.00 (free before)
31
Wednesday Steve Cropper & The Animals
Stax guitar legend in a place you won’t want to get out of.
Borderline
£24 adv £25 door (if available)
September 2011
1
Thursday
James Hunter
First of three nights at prestigious venue.
Ronnie Scott’s
£15 - £42.50
2
Friday James Hunter
Second of three nights at prestigious venue.
Ronnie Scott’s
£15 - £42.50
3
Saturday
James Hunter
Third of three nights at prestigious venue.
Ronnie Scott’s
£15 - £42.50
7
Wednesday Steve Cropper & The Animals
Stax guitar legend in a place you can sit down.
Fairfield Halls, Croydon
£23.50 + booking fee
October 2011
25
Tuesday
Steve Earle & The Dukes (and Duchesses)
‘A rare full-band performance.’
Royal Festival Hall £15 - £30
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After the celebration held for TFTW on reaching 60 issues, we wondered what else our beloved hat-man
(Keith) has done for us. It became apparent that he has been influential in reviving, bolstering or creating
careers for some well-known names along with promoting some class acts. Tales From The Woods would
like to offer its heartfelt gratitude to all these wonderful artists/musicians, without whom we simply would not
exist. Thank you.
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the UK's fastest-growing in-house magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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